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ABSTRACT
 
role of the Techiiplpgy Coordinator in sGhppis. T^ areaPofdiscussion Include
 
a repprt on thejob responsibilities Technolpgy Coordinators will face,the
 
Technology Coordinator's specific duties as a network administrator and policy
 
maker,and the importance and significance ofa successful technology staff
 
development program. Also inqluded, as part ofthe prpject, is an Electronic
 
Handbookon a CD^ROIVl. The Electronic Handbook is comprised pfan
 
Authoring Workshop component and a Resource Center component. The
 
Authoring Workshop presents guidelinesfor developing a technology staff
 
development program The Resdurce Center is a cotlectipn of information and
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chapterone
 
Introduction
 
Computertechnology has becomeso powerful that it Is changing virtually
 
every aspect of modern life. Children growing up today must be equipped with
 
skills to operate and succeed in an electronic world, While not every adult is
 
comfortable with technology, young people and students must learn to use
 
various technologies. Information is the key to every students'future(Siegel,
 
1995a).
 
Though the future is based on information, it is not enough to have
 
information resources and technology as an end to itself. Schools have to
 
prepare kids to live in a technology-rich environment(Siegel, 1995a). Students
 
must learn how to access, understand, process and use information. "Two-thirds
 
of all newjobs in the nearfuture will require some knowledge of computers,"
 
says Harvard sociologist William Julius Wilson. "Ifthese kids graduate and are
 
not computer-literate, whatchance do they have?"(Harmon,1996, p. bl).
 
The use of instructional technology continues to increase in schools.
 
Moursund(1992)cites figures which show that the number of computers
 
installed in schools has doubled over the past decade. The current ratio of
 
computers to students in US schools is estimated to be approximately 12to 1.
 
Technology in the learning environment may appear in something as
 
basic as word processing or as complex as multimedia or the Internet. As
 
schools prepare to move into the 21st-centuryi using technology will probably
 
become one ofthe basic literacy skills alongside reading, writing and arithmetic.
 
A world of unlimited learning and resources confront today's students. Students
 
will learn to use technology in order to learn better. Students are going to need
 
these skills in order to function in their day-to-dayjobs in the future. Technology
 
skills are not only educational skills, they are also life skills. Those who have
 
the besttools and know how to use them will get thejob done best.
 
To assist them in gearing up for this new revolution in teaching and
 
learning, many schools and districts are hiring or appointing Technology
 
Coordinators or Technology Directors. Technology Coordinators are being
 
recruited from assorted backgrounds including business, military, professional
 
training and education. Many colleges and universities are offering degree
 
programs in instructional and educational technology.
 
These Technology Coordinatorswill shoulder the vast responsibilities of
 
implementing academictechnology in the schools. Moursund(1992)says:
 
Basedjust on the sheer amount of hardware and software in schools,one
 
could argue that every school will need one or more Technology
 
Coordinators. However, it is notjust the total quantity of computer
 
equipment in a school or district that determines if a Technology
 
Coordinator is needed. A more importantfactor is the nature and extent
 
of use of this equipment(p.20).
 
 The Technology Coordinator will play a leadership role in staff^^
 
development,technical support, curriculum development, planhing and 
budgeting(Moursund, 1992). 
Lockard,Abrams and Many(1994)also emphasize the need for 
Technology Coordinators to take a lead role by stating: 
Early in the planning process,schools should address the issue ofa 
Technology Coordinator. Successful changes in education requires 
effective leadership. Integrating computers throughout the curriculum for 
effective learning is an enormous task. There are many issues to face, 
many decisions to make,and someone has to be in charge 
■ ■ ;(p-390). 
Astechnology's role in our schools grows and changes,so does the
 
Technology Coordinator's schedule of responsibilities. Technology
 
Coordinators and administration must be aware of this evolution and its
 
implications. The Technology Coordinator will have an impressive list of
 
responsibilities and the most critical ofthese responsibilities may be in the area
 
of staff development. "Ask any group of educators aboutthe challenges they
 
face in building an effective technology program in their schools,and they are
 
bound to bring up the issue ofstaff development(Schmeltzer, 1995, p.45),
 
Teachers have to be trained how to use technology. Only then can technology
 
become a part of their classroom teaching(Siegel, 1995a).
 
This project will serve as an information resource for Technology 
v
 
Coordinators. As technology's role in schools grows and changes,so does the
 
Technology Coordinator's scheduie of responsibilities. Techhdiogy Coordinators
 
must be aware ofthis evolution and its implications. This project is designed to
 
assist the Technology Goordinator in managing their daily tasks. This will be
 
accomplished by providing information related to the Technology Coordinator's
 
job responsibilities including the areas of network administration, policy making
 
and staff development.
 
The project includes an Electronic Handbook on a CD-ROM. The
 
handbook is comprised of an Authoring Workshop and a Resource Center-

The Authoring Workshop presents guidelinesfor developing a successful
 
technology staff development program. These guidelines encompass the areas
 
of planning, design, implementation and evaluation. In support ofthese
 
guidelines,the Electronic Handbook presents the Jane Goodall multimedia
 
software program,which is the product ofthe Authoririg AA/orkshbp.
 
The Resource Center component ofthe Electronic Handbook is a
 
collection of resourcesfor Technology Coordinators. The Resource Center
 
includes sample policies, publications and organizations for Technology
 
Coordinators, and a list of useful Internet addresses.
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CHAPTERTWO
 
The Role ofthe Technology Coordinator
 
Qualifications and Responsibilities
 
For the purpose ofthis project, the terms Technology Coordinator,
 
Computer Coordinator, Academic Technology Director and Technology Director
 
are used interchangeably.
 
The Technology Coordinator holds what is still a relatively new position in
 
mostschools. Moursund(1992)notes that the duties and demands ofa
 
classroom teacher or computer teacher differ substantially from those ofa
 
Technology Coordinator. He also noted that the preparation and qualifications
 
to be a computerteacher may not be those that are needed to become a
 
Technology Coordinator.
 
According to Moursund(1992),Technology Coordinators must have very
 
broad academic and curriculum skills. Technology Coordinators must have a
 
comprehensive knowledge oftechnology and how it can be applied in schools.
 
While this knowledge should cover many areas, it should be particularly strong
 
in areas of integrating the computer asa tool and using the computer as a
 
delivery system or Computer-assisted learning.
 
Apablasa(1996)also underscores the importance for Technology
 
Coordinators to have a solid background in eurriculum. Apablasa explains that a
 
Technology Coordinator needs to have a good working knowledge of
 
technology,a strong background in curriculum and the ability to instruct teachers
 
on how to integrate technology into their curriculum.
 
According to Finkel(1995)in the California Guidelinesfor a Technology
 
Coordinator,computer and technology resource personnel should demonstrate
 
the skills required of all teachers receiving a clear credential commencingin July
 
of 1988,and, additionally, should be able to:
 
assist teachers with the incorporation ofcomputer-based technologies
 
into their curriculum and with the application ofthe technologies to the
 
development of appropriate classroom managementstrategies;
 
demonstrate mastery at integrating computer-based technologies into a
 
minimum oftwo curriculum content areas,by designing and delivering a
 
sequence of lessons to students;
 
use principles appropriate to adult learning to organize, prepare and
 
conduct effective staff development in the use ofcomputer-based
 
technologies in specific curriculum areas;
 
demonstrate an understanding of appropriate lesson plan design in the
 
development of curriculum units involving computer-based technologies;
 
develop effective plans to managefacilities and material, including but not
 
limited to the;
 
development of a master schedule for student classes and plant
 
utilization;
 
selection of computer hardware and software;
 
planning for the acquisition, cataloging and distribution of
 
materials;
 
operation and maintenance of computers and related
 
technologies; and
 
identification and use ofcommunity resources; and
 
assess and prbmote the changes nebessitated by the infusion of
 
technolbgy into the school setting(p. 15).
 
The literature bbncurs that a Technology Coordinator should have an
 
extensive knowledge oftechnology and a strong academic background, in order
 
to effebtivelyintegrate technology into schools.
 
The roles and responsibilities oftheTechnblbgy Coordinator genefally
 
behter around training, maintaining,supervising and planning technology use in
 
schbols(Moursund,1992), Moursuhd lists 13 possible responsibilities ofa
 
Technology Coordinator:
 
1. providing immediate help to teachers and students
 
2. planningfor long range schooiand district technolbgy integration
 
3. addressing techhology-related curriculum articulation questions
 
4. developing shprt and long-range plansfor implementatibn goals
 
5. helping teachers develop technology-related materials and lessdns
 
6. providing computer-related inservice education and traihing
 
7. responsible for school hardware,software and other materials
 
8. technolbgy budget responsibilities
 
9. acting as a resource for a wide range oftechnology questions
 
10. assisting in the teaching ofcomputer-based subjects
 
11. develpping and implementihg evaluation procedures
 
12. assisting school non-teaching personnel with technology use
 
13. maintain personal and prGfessional growth to keep up with the field
 
(p. 28-29),
 
Moursund(1992)emphasizes that the Technology Cobrdinatbr must be
 
aware that the overall goal bftechnology in schoolsIs to improve the quality of
 
education... ■ ' 
The article"The Responsibilities of an Academic Technology Director"
 
(1996)suggests that the major responsibilities ofthe Technology Coordinator
 
should include:
 
training and assisting teachers throughout the year-in small groups or
 
one-onTone -so they becomefamiliar with the basics ofthe school's
 
network and computer systems.The Technology Coordinator should meet
 
regularly with each teacher to reviewthe classroom use oftechnology
 
and recommend alternatives as they become available:
 
working closely with the Information Systems Director and the technical
 
support staff. This is particularly crucial if a school is "internetworking"­
connecting two ormore local area networks(LANs)together toform a
 
school-wide internetwork - and security issues arise. The two managers
 
must collaborate to determine how administrative and academic"traffic"
 
willflow on the internetwork, providing appropriate levels of data security
 
for all users on the system. For example,students may be granted
 
access to the library automation system or be able to send E-mail, but
 
shouldn't have access to the administrative file server;
 
keeping up on emerging technologies and Staying current with available
 
software,always looking for inhovative ways to match software to the
 
school's curriculum;
 
demonstrating new software and equipment to teachers and students as it
 
arrives. The Technology Coordinator must make sure that new software
 
and hardware meet network requirements;
 
informing teachers and administratoris of upcoming technology workshops
 
and conferences;
 
working with the Business Manager to make purchasing decisions
 
concerning academictechnology;
 
providing the development office with needed inforrfiation forfund raising;
 
enforcing(and perhaps writing) policies for ethics,copyright infringement,
 
and piracy as they relate to computers. This Includes training students
 
and staff In appropriate uses oftechnology in teaching and learning, and
 
ensuring that they know the requirements ofthe school's acceptable use
 
statement and the inherent responsibilities;
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providing support and answering questionsfor concerned parents: and,
 
perhaps most important;
 
keeping the program on track. The curriculum should drive the
 
technology, not vice versa(p.2-3).
 
The Technology Coordinator's responsibilities seem to fall into four main
 
areas; working with teachers, working with students, managing computer
 
facilities and working with administrators. The literature indicates that every
 
school will have different requirements, but the responsibilities dutlined above
 
arefundamentalfor every Technology Coordinator.
 
Support Staff
 
Will a single Technology Coordinator be able to manage all ofthese
 
responsibilities? It is becoming apparent that Technology Goordinators run the
 
risk of being overloaded with too many duties and responsibilities. In the
 
beginning phases ofa Technology Plan,a single person may be able to carry
 
the load. As systems evolve and grow,the Technology Coordinator's time
 
should be spent concentrating on the applications of academictechnology and
 
not the technical maintenance ofthe systems.
 
Anderson(1993)insists that there will have to be multiple coordinators,
 
notjust one per school. Anderson notes the lack of adequate supportfor
 
classroom teachers'use oftechnology, and the heed for more Technolbgy
 
Coordinators to provide thatsupport.
 
Astechnology is integrated into the curriculurn/schools could easily find
 
themselves maintainihg 100or more computers and other hardware components
 
on a single campus. Industry dictates that Information Systems Managers yvill
 
need one full-time support person for every50to 100computers on a netwbrk.
 
Higher estimates mightsay every 100computers. Sqrne experts would contend
 
that school systems require more support than business systems. The
 
importance of having reliable systems cannot be overstated and the division of
 
responsibilities(instructional and technical)has worked well for the schools that
 
have tried it("Recruiting'VI996).
 
If a single Technology Coordinator iS expected to manage all ofthe
 
responsibilities associated with technology in the school,then such an individual
 
will be overwhelmed and"stretched to the limit." As one school administrator
 
said, "We need a full-time education persoh and a full-time technical person.
 
Doing anything less is trying to implement a 21st-century plan using 19th­
century logic"("Recruiting",1996,p. 1).
 
One ofthe mostimportanttechnologies ofthe 21st-century is computer
 
networking. One area ofa Technology Coordinator's responsibilities is
 
managing computer facilities, and that will include managing the computer
 
network. Thefollowing section introducesthe concept ofcomputer networking
 
and defines the Technology Coordinator's role in managing this technology.
 
The Technology Coordinatpr as Network Admlnfe
 
Defining a Network
 
Schools all over the countiy are planning or Installing networks. It used to
 
be that networks referred to talking vvith colleagues, or brought to mind images
 
ofthe Old Boys. Now networking usually refers to electronic connecting.
 
McCain and Ekelund(1993)define a networkas the interconnection of
 
computersfor the sharing of information and resources, Lowe(1994)definesa
 
network astwo or more computers connected together so they can exchange
 
information.
 
Networks are commonly referred to as local area networks or wide area
 
networks. LAN is an acronym that standsfor local-area network. WAN is an
 
acronym that standsfor wide-area network. Barron and Or^^^ (1995)discuss
 
the similarities between most networks beginning with the proximity of
 
computers. The computers connected to a LAN are usually within the same
 
room or building. In some cases,a LAN might be spread across several
 
buildings, as on a typical school campus. Computers on a LAN are rarely more
 
than a mile apart. AWAN typically connects together a number of LANs,across
 
a city, state, or greater distance(Farmer, 1995).
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 In a typical network, all ofthe computers in an office or building are
 
hooked together using cables and special network interface cards in each
 
computer. Each computer connected to the network is called a node and when a
 
computer is turned on and able to adcess the network, it is said to be on-line
 
(Lowe,1994). ' :
 
Whenplanning a network,one irriportant consideration is the shape ofthe
 
network and how its computers and cables are arranged(McCain and Ekelund,
 
1993). This design is termed topology. Lowe(1994)explains there are three
 
basic topologies including bus, ring and star.
 
In the bus topology, computers are strung together in a line, it is the
 
simplest and most popular topology but it has its drawbacks. If the cable breaks
 
somewhere in the middle, it splits the network into two pieces and some
 
computers wiiriose their network access.
 
Ring is the second type oftopology. With a ring network,the computers
 
are arranged toform an endless loop. The third type oftopology is the star. In a
 
star network,the computers are all connected to one centralcomputer or hub.
 
Each computer has its own,independent connection to the network,so a break
 
in one cable does not affect all ofthe other cbmputers.
 
There are also different types of Cable. Two ofthe rhost common are
 
coaxialand twisted pair. Coaxial cable looks very similar to the cable used to
 
provide cable service to a television. Twisted pair cable loOks like a phone
 
cable.
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 Network interface cards allow the cables to be connected to the
 
computers. The connector on the network interface card must match the type of
 
cable being used. Most network interface cards must be configured before they
 
are installed. Lowe(1994)explains, the configuration usually involves physically
 
setting switches. With some cards,the configuration is done with software.
 
In summary,a network is two or more computers hooked togetherso they
 
can exchange information. The computerson a network are connected by
 
cables and network interface cards. The design or arrangement ofthe
 
computers is the topology. Planning, designing and installing a network can be
 
a challenging task,so why bother? The benefits of having a network will make
 
all ofthe hard work worthwhile(Lowe, 1994). Thefollowing section will discuss
 
thefeatures and benefits of networking.
 
Features ofa Network
 
Networking provides education and schools with a number of prbmlsingfeatures.
 
The whole idea behind connecting computers together toform networks is to
 
share information, software, other resources and to provide security(McCain
 
and Ekelund, 1993),
 
Daly(1994)says:
 
Those who believe that computers are tools to enhance the learning
 
process must work to provide sufficient numbers ofcomputersfor
 
students and teachers. All must have easy and equal access to the
 
■ 1.3 ■ 
technology. Local area networks providejust such a delivery platform,
 
because networks by their very definition connectcomputers together,so
 
that units can communicate with each other, share software, information
 
and resources(p. 11).
 
The concepts of information sharing, resource sharing and security,are
 
critical features ofa network and will be discussed in thefollowing paragraphs.
 
The ultimate reason to network is to share information: to communicate
 
and move data and other information between computers and people(Farmer,
 
1995) Networks allow every computer attached to the network to "talk"to one
 
another.
 
In a typical LAN,a single computer is designated as the file server. This
 
one computerfeatures a large hard disk that holds the data and the software
 
programs being used by the computers on the network. The file server also runs
 
the operating system software that makes the network connectivity work. The
 
network software helps the computers attached to the network recognize each
 
other and,subsequently,communicate and share information. Some examples
 
of network software include Novell Netware,Windowsfor Workgroups,Windows
 
NT, LANtastic and LocalTalk.
 
When compared to alternatives, a LAN offers a more rapid method of
 
sharing files. For example,without a LAN,files are shared by copying them to
 
floppy disks,then carrying the disksfrom one computer to another. This method
 
of exchanging information has been termed "sneakernet"(Lowe,1994). This
 
rapidly becomes time consuming when more than two or three computers are
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involved. It is a lot faster and cheaper to send a series of announcements
 
electronically to a group of people,than to type and deliver them individually.
 
Electronic messaging also cuts down on telephone tag(Farmer, 1995).
 
The addition of electronic mail can improve and increase communication
 
between teachers,students and administration(Whitaker, 1996). Information
 
sharing may also include shared calendars,schedules,student inforrnation,
 
lesson plans and budgets(McCain and Ekelund,1993). Increasingly, schools
 
are including Internet connectivity as a component of their networks.
 
Another prime reason for networking is to allow for the sharing of
 
resources. Resources that may be shared include, but are not limited to,
 
software, printers, plotters, CD-ROM drives and modems(Lowe, 1994).
 
Sometimes it is most efficient to put software programs that everyone
 
uses on a shared disk or file server. This may be preferable to keeping separate
 
copies ofa program on each computer. Lowe(1994)suggests there are
 
advantages and disadvantages to sharing programs on a network. On the
 
positive side, one ofthe biggest advantages of using a network involves the
 
ease of updating or adding software. Because only one copy ofthe software is
 
running from the file server, that copy is the only copy that needs to be updated.
 
All individual workstations on the network use that single copy ofeach program.
 
A school network may include from 5to 250 workstations so the time savings is
 
substantial. For example,a simple software installation may require 30 minutes
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oftime,for one Installation. If thatsame software needed to b)e installed ori 25
 
computers,the time requirementjumps up to 760 minutes, or 12.5 hours.
 
Sharing software also has cost considerations. Typically,the network
 
version ofa software application is more expensive than a single version ofthe
 
same software. However,a network version may be cheaper than multiple
 
single-user copies. Forexample,a network version of a specific software
 
program may cost$1,000. A single-user varsion ofthe same software may cost
 
$50. If a network has25computers then the cost to install the single-user
 
software on all 25 computers would be $1,250. The network version would be
 
the less expensive solution.
 
On the negative side, network versions of software can be difficult to
 
configure properly. Lowe(1994)explains that programs might also run slower
 
from a network.
 
Resource sharing can cut down the cost of purchasing expensive
 
peripherals. An entire office or lab Ofcomputersmay share a single printer,
 
plotter, or a single modem. CD-ROM drives may also be attached to the network
 
and shared by multiple computers on the network. Sharing peripherals means
 
not having to purchase the hardwarefor every computer(McCain and Ekeluhd,
 
1993).
 
Security is the third feature of networking. Mostschools are lucky enough
 
to have no need fpr metal detectors and security guards patrolling the hallways.
 
But who has ever heard ofa school that doesn't lock their doors at night?
 
. ■ •■IS""' 
Schools should take some basic precautions to protect their facilities against
 
vandalism and intruders. A network is no different(Kongshern, 1995).
 
Kongshem lists some basic safeguards a school's Network Administrator
 
should employ:
 
enforce a strong password policy by using software to force users to
 
change their passwords
 
make sure students and staff understand they must never tell anyone
 
their password
 
upgrade all software to recent versions -thus incorporating fixes for
 
known security bugs
 
don't overlook the fact that allowing students and staff access to the
 
School's networkfrom home is a security risk
 
use SATAN software to identify and report security problems without
 
exploiting them (p. 2-3).
 
There are many ways to approach security. The Network Adrriinistrator
 
has the ability to control information on computers and on the network.
 
However,"many ofthe security issues depend on human actions, not on what
 
may be built into the system"(Whitaker, 1996, p. 44).
 
Disadvantaqes of Using a Network
 
Holte(1995)suggests many schools mightfeel overwhelmed by the
 
pressure ofincreased competition and the time and energy required to establish
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a school-wide network. These are notthe only potential disadvantages to using
 
a network., .
 
In their research, Barron and OnA^ig(1995)describe sprne disadyantages
 
of using networks. Perhapsthe greatest weakness in any LAN is that a failure in
 
the file server stops the whole system. It can be very frustrating to have20or30
 
computers that are useless because the necessary software Is pn^^^
 
server. The network must be reliable and supported. Whitaker(1996)stresses,
 
"nothing is worse than getting everyone using the system and then having a
 
breakdown at a critical time"(p. 43).' Ofcourse, all times are Chtlcal tp usdfs
 
who depend oh the system tp perform theirjobs. Reliability should be a key
 
consideration in building a network. Fprtunately, proper attentidn to 1^
 
maintenance will prevent most serious problems.
 
Another potential area of weakness in most LANs is the intercPnnecting
 
Cable system. Problems with LAN cables can cause anything from rnlhbr
 
interruptions to comptete failures in LAN systems. Large,complex LANs might
 
require complex diagnostic tools to help locate and correct Cable problems.
 
One ofthe less obvious problems with LANS is that they dem^^
 
consistent dally management. New students must be registered before theycan
 
use the LAN. Software must be updated or added on a regular basis. Minor
 
problems with printers must be corrected before unmanageable backlogs of print
 
requests accumulate. These maihtenance requirements can become a bufden
 
to an otherwise busy individual.
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A LAN
 
can be expensive to install/ This is particularly true when a LAN is installed in
 
an
 
time the building was constructed The apparent high price ofa LAN can be
 
misleading,though,because the actual cost of operating the same number of
 
unconnected computers is usually even higher.
 
All in all, once in place ahd running smoothly, a network makes life easier
 
for all concerned(McCain and Ekelund, 1993). Effective network administration
 
the implementation of effective security measures. The Technology Coordinator
 
managing the information resources.
 
Information sharing, resource sharing and secuhty are fundarhental
 
networkfeatures. These powerfurfeatures need to be managed. Asa network
 
administrator,the Technology Coordinatorwill shoulder these networking
 
responsibilities.
 
Once a network is up and running, it has to sfay up and running. That is called
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network administration. As Network Administrator, the TeGhnology Coofdinator
 
will be responsible for maintaining the network.
 
The importance and rhagnitude ofthis task is often uhdefestimated.
 
Network Admihistrators spend so much tirhe plahhing and ci^ating a network^
 
that they often feel the critical part ofthejob isfinished when the network is up
 
and running(MCGain and Ekelund, 1994)i The amountOftime needed for
 
network administfatibn will vary depending on the size pfthe network. Lowe
 
(1994)suggests that for a small network ofthree to four Gomputers,afew hours
 
a week is enough. Larger networkswilltake more time to manage. Much ofthe
 
network administration performed by the Techhology Coordinator will be routine
 
^maintenance. .
 
As NetwPrkAdmihistrator. the Technology Coordinator will be kept busy
 
managing the network's bardware-the cables, network interface cards,
 
computers, printers and so on. On a large network these responsibilities can
 
themselves become full-time jobS; There are, however, additional
 
responsibilities invoiyed in network administration.
 
Lowe,(1994)and McCain and Ekelund(1993)agree that one ofthe most
 
challenging tasks for the Network Administrator is keeping the software
 
applicationstip to date. The Network Administrator must be aware of advances
 
taking place in software developmentand bring new software tools to the
 
attention ofthe users. McCain and Ekelund insist this is especially important
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because many users are not computer-literate enough to appreciate the
 
importance of new software.
 
Another part of keeping applications up to date involves the testing and
 
evaluating ofnew software. The Network Administrator will be responsible for
 
upgrading and maintaining software. This person will be expected to read about
 
the new versions ofsoftware and decide whether its newfeatures are beneficial
 
enough to warrant an upgrade(Lowe,1994). If the decision is in favor of
 
upgrading,then the NetworkAdministrator will perform the installation.
 
Software must be tested to make sure it will run successfully on the
 
network. Many programs will run fine on a computer that is not attached to the
 
network, but will not run properly when installed on the network.
 
Finally, when new software is installed, users need to be trained and
 
informed. This means the Network Administrator musthave a certain level of
 
comfort with the software in order to conduct the training.
 
Network administration involves morethan keeping software applications
 
up to date. Other responsibilities involve performing backups, maintaining
 
system documentation, monitoring for viruses, managing disk space and
 
managing users. These responsibilities will be discussed in the following
 
paragraphs.
 
It is the Network Administrator's duty to make sure the network is properly
 
backed up. To make a backup means to make a copy. It is necessary to
 
develop a good backup strategy and schedule. "Most people are too lax when it
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comes to developing backup procedures,"states Tittei and Gonnpr(1993). A
 
backup procedure becomes even more important when people begin to store
 
information on a network;
 
Tittei and Connor continue to point out that not every file ori the network
 
wilt need to be backed up daily. A backup ofall files should be performed
 
occasionally. Daily baGkups should include files that change over time like
 
documents,and databases. The Network Administrator will be responsible for
 
performing and verifying backups.
 
The Network Administrator will be responsible for documenting the
 
network and keeping that documentation up-to-date. This process also includes
 
keeping an inventory of hardware and software. Network documentation should
 
include an up-to-date diagrarn ofthe network and copies of essential startup
 
files. Tittei and Connor(1993)further suggest maintaining a network map and a
 
database ofsystem eonfigurations.
 
Checking fpr viruses is another network management chore. Viruses
 
movefrom computer to computerand may reside on floppy disks as well. The
 
connectivity ofnetworking provides avenuesfor viruses to travel from computer
 
to computer. ThatIs why networked computers are especially vulnerable to
 
virus attack(Lowe,1994). The Network Administrator Will need to selectan
 
antivirus program that has the ability to detect and remove viruses.
 
The Network Administrator must manage files and space on the network.
 
McCain and Ekelund(1993)cite disk or space managementas one ofthe
 
biggest tasks in maintaining a network. Users of a network may create files,
 
save them on the network,and leave them there forever. The Network
 
Administrator must manage space on the network by deleting files, moving files
 
and advising users ofspace restrictions(Lowe,1994).
 
Lowe(1994)suggests that the biggestchallenge of managing a network
 
is managing the network's users. It is the Network Administrator'sjob to manage
 
user accounts, passwords and access rights.
 
Each user ofthe netv/ork must have an account setup on the network.
 
This account and its corresponding user name and password permits access,or
 
logging in to the network. The Network Administrator must manage these
 
accounts which includes creating and deleting accounts as users come and go.
 
The use of passwords is another important aspect ofnetwork security.
 
Network users may know each other's login codes but passwords are kept
 
secret. The Network Administrator must assign initial passwords,change
 
passwords and work with users when they forget passwords(McCain and
 
Ekelund, 1993; Lowe.1994).
 
Access rights are assigned along with each user account. Access rights
 
can prevent usersfrom seeing files or allow users to read certain files but not
 
modify or delete them. Files may be marked as private, public, or read-only.
 
Private user space is usually only accessible by one user. Public spaces are
 
usually accessible by specific groups of users. A read-only designation guards
 
against any changes being made to thefile, but makes the file available for use.
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It is the Network Administrator'sjob to manage the access rights on the network
 
(McGain and Ekeiund, 1993).
 
Network Administration isjustOne ofthe hats a Technology Coordinator
 
will wear. A review ofthe literature hasehOwn that rnany schools mayfind a
 
re-

technical support person.
 
Networks will provide students andfaculty with aGcess to an enormous
 
amount of informatibn. This is especially true as incfeasingly, schools are
 
including Internet access as acomponent oftheirLANs. Technology
 
Coordinators have yet anotherresponsibility and that is to act as policy makers
 
in managing the appropriate use of information resources.
 
Acceptable Use PollGies
 
Networks and Other information resources provide an avenuefor
 
accessing computers and people all over the world. Schools will be providing
 
students and staff with access to e-mail, database^,libraries, software and a
 
virtually unlimited number of resources. Technology opens aoceSs to materials
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beyond our reach and ability to contrpl. Downloading text frorri software
 
programs is easier than hand-copying pagesfrom an encyclopedia - and does
 
not require much reading(Carlson, 1995). Students are much more at ease with
 
these possibilities than are teachersand parents. Sometimes this leads to
 
feeling pressured to censor ordeny access completely.
 
Carlson(1995)insists that good sense and the conditions ofa
 
technological world reveal that the solution lies elsewhere - in an Acceptable
 
Use Policy(AUP). Research supports the theory that schools should establish
 
Acceptable Use Policies to address appropriate use ofinformation resources.
 
An AUP is a set ofguidelinesfor the exploration and use of information
 
resources as a learning tool. The emphasis on these policiesshould be on
 
appropriate use, without any intent to diminish the "vital nature" of electronic
 
information services(California Department of Education, 1994).
 
The California Department of Education(1994)insists that electronic
 
information resources offer enormous opportunities of educatipnal value. While
 
this is true, they may also offer persons with illegal or unethical purposes
 
avenuesfor reaching students and teachers. The Departmentlists some ofthe
 
inappropriate uses that may occur as:
 
using copyrighted material in reports without permission;
 
using the network to send/receive inflammatory messages;
 
creating a computer virus and placing it on the network;
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using the netwofk to sehd/receive a message with someone else's nanrie 
:on.it: ■ 
obscenities;
 
using the networkfor sending and receiVihg e large;number of personal:
 
messages(p. 1-2).
 
All users of networks should realize that the inappropriate u^of
 
electronic information resources can be a violation of local, state and federal
 
grade levels, the curriculum and the community(Garlson, 1995). Carlson
 
suggests that although heedsare distinct;some aspects of successful policies
 
are universal. According to his outline, an effSctiye use policy will;
 
assign responsibility to the user;
 
identify the purpose of resources as curriculum-baseci;
 
state that the use isa privilege ratherthan a right;
 
set guidelinesfor acceptable use ofhardware and software;
 
address issues of security;
 
give parents responsibility to accept and monitor, or to waive their child's
 
use of District resources(p.
 
Thefollowing paragraphs sumrnarize suggestionsfor the development
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Acceptable Use Policies should be developed to meetaschool's
 
particular needs. The best approach is a contract that must be signed by all
 
students,as well as their parents. The contract should list all rights and
 
responsibilities ofthose who will access the technology,and clearly list the
 
penalties for technology abuse. Each signed contract should be kept oh file asa
 
legal, binding document. A techholdgy policy section should be added to the
 
student/parent handbook. This should be aformal statement to students and
 
parents aboutthe appropriate use oftechnology in the school environment(see
 
Appendix Afor examples of Acceptable Use Policies):
 
Each teacher shpuld understand all facets ofthe Acceptable Use Policy
 
and agree to uphold it. Before officially announcing the policy, the particulars
 
should be covered with a//teachers, Teachersmust realize their responsibilities.
 
Schoolsshould consider scheduling a Technology Nightfor parents.
 
Rationale for the policy should be explained and questionsfielded. Teachers
 
should sit with the parents and talk about their goalsforthe yearand the exciting
 
things students will be doing with technoiogy This could be thetime when
 
participants sign their policy contracts.
 
Teachers should be the prinne communicators concerning the appropriate
 
use of on-line access. The best way to prevent misunderstandings and undue
 
concern is through open discussions with students and parents("Technology
 
safeguards", 1995).
 
Acceptable Use Policies and Internet Access
 
Some schools mayfind it necessai^ or desirable to have a se
 
policy for Internet access. Taking students onto the Internet means taking risks.
 
The Internet has a great deal ofinappropriate material. In their article on the
 
dangers of Internet access(1995),the ISTE states"You have to consider the
 
issue ofstudent safety before yqur students become actively involved in network
 
communicatibri"(p. 5). Students should be educated abputthe dangers ofthe
 
lnternet.^■/■ . ' 
Sperber (1995) talks about attitudes toward the Internet. He asks 
questions about the Internet being used as a tool that should be controlled, or 
one that should require users to control themselves. This is a questioni, says 
Sperber, that should be answered in a school's AUP. Neither answer is right or 
wrong, it is simply an approach. The literature suggests that the dangers might 
be exaggerated 
many parents and educators feel threatened because they don't know 
what is "out there," The real danger is far overblown, fueled by 
sensational hype and fearmongering. Most of the publicity blithely 
disregards the fact that the vast majority of information on the Internet Is 
"clean" and that the Net provides wonderful opportunities for reseafch and 
learning ("Technology safeguards", 1995, p. 37), 
The NationarGenter for Missing and Exploited Children (NCMEG), has 
suggested some guidelines in their publication entitled Child Safety on the 
Information Highway (1994). It is suggested that the rules be posted in 
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classroomsfor students to use. The publicatioh emphasizes the impo
 
students not giving out personal lnformatlon, reporting things that make students
 
feel uncomfortable and following rules.
 
The literature includessome subtle and unobtrusive ways of providing
 
supervisionfor students using the Ihternet. First, place those computers with
 
on-line access in Open, public areas. Anyone bringing up taboo material will be
 
noticed immediately, particularly ifthe computers are located hearteacher
 
stations.' :
 
Second, limit access. Students should not be allowed unlimited "free
 
time"to"surf the Net at school. Limit on-line sessipnS to 15 minutes unless a
 
student is working on a research-oriented project and gets approvalfor more
 
timefrom the teacher.
 
Third,set up bookmarked browsers. Browsers can be Installed in
 
computers so that Internet access is available just by opening the application. If
 
the browser is"bookrharked"to a list of preferred locations, it can be a popular
 
resource for students - and it may also keepthem from wandering into
 
inappropriate areas.
 
Finally, let students know they will be trusted. There will be unsupervised
 
occasions when students are left on their"honor" while accessing the Ihternet­
perhaps in computer clubs or in the library. Most private-indepenclent schools
 
havefound that, once students have been properly introduced to on-line
 
services and have been informed about a school policy on appropriate access,
 
few problems occur("Technology safeguards^ 1995|. :
 
Some schools are turning to additional resourcesfor controlling Internet
 
access,including software and hardware,in an effort to avoid liability
 
("Technology safeguards", 1995). These filtering devices limit access to the
 
Internet and other bn-lihe services like usenet newsgroups, bulletin board
 
services and chat groups. Most ofthe software packages are tailored for use on
 
home personal computers but could be used on classroom computers. Fittering
 
devices can provide some protection butthey cannot block out all objectibhable
 
material. The greatest danger in using filtering devices Is the false sense of
 
security they often create.
 
Connolly(1995)takes another approach to the issue of network usage
 
and monitoring students in Cyberspace and says,
 
The good news is thatfor all practical purposes there are; no police,few
 
laws, great flexibility and power,and unlimited freedom. The bad nbws is
 
thatfor all practical purposes there are:ho police,few laws, great
 
flexibility and power,and unlimited freedom(p. 86).
 
Butfreedom and lack of enforcement do not equate to permission to act
 
inappropriately(Gonnollyj l995). There are three simple reasons why users
 
should act responsibly and show respectfor the iristitutiqn's pqlicies. Connolly
 
(1995)cites these reasonsasIt is Illegal, it is unethicarand it not in their self
 
Interest, even if they never getcaught. Connolly's approach stresses depending
 
on the personal integrity ofthe users along with educatlori and training.
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Carlson(1995)suggests that the issue of acceptable use is so boundless
 
and complex that it could be simpler tojustIgnore it "but wedoso atourown
 
peril"(p. 5). Carlson prornotes a proactive stance that Would include a strdng
 
AUP and a processfor settling disputesshould they arise. Clear policies, with
 
buy-in from the users and supportfrom adniinistration will ensure accountability
 
and responsibility. Dohtrdl is primary, but students need guidance and
 
supervision.To be successful,"technology safeguards and policies require the
 
active participation ofteachers,students and parents"("Technology
 
safeguards", 1995, p. 38).
 
appropriate use of information resources is the training and participation of
 
teachers.
 
in this crucial area of staff development.
 
Existing Programs
 
The Technolbgy CoordinatoTisTesponsible for training teachers and
 
helping them become information literate. Apablasa(1996)insists that one of
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the most important respohsihilities for any Technology Coordinator is the training
 
ofteachers.
 
From the pages ofThe Wall Street Journal, Tejada(1995)remarks"the
 
biggest challenge isn't getting computers into the classroom, butinstructing
 
teachers in how to use them"(p. R6). Staff development is the key to successful
 
technology implemehtation. Siegel(1996b)says that as the "initial infatuation"
 
of computers wears off we are realizing thatteachers have to be trained how to
 
use technology. Ifteachers are not information literate then the equipment may
 
just sit around and not be used."(Siegel, 1995b. p. 44).
 
To aid educators and help the nation focus on the issue of staff
 
development,teacher training was added to GOALS 2000:The Educate America
 
Act, and the appropriate funding was allocated(Lauro, 1995). The Bush and
 
Clinton administrations have spearheaded this national education mission which
 
has been signed into legislation by Congress.
 
Most educatorsseem to agree thattechnologystaff development is
 
not happening - not yet. "They've tieen trying so hard to get technology into
 
the hands of kids that they forget it's the teachers who direct what goes on in
 
the classroom"(p. R6). Siegel(1995b)says most people will talk about how
 
important staff development is and how they are doing it faithfully, but
 
"intention is a far cryfrom reality"(p.43). Electronic Learning magazine
 
conducted a survey on technology staff development programs and found a
 
lot of good intentions, but more talk than action. Severalfindings stand out
 
in the areas of budgeting, offerings, satisfaction with training, weaknesses
 
and participants.
 
The studyfound that despite the lip service about the importance of
 
technology staff development,28 percent ofthe respondents spend not one
 
penny on it. On average, staff development makes up only8 percent of
 
technology budgets(Siegel, 1995).
 
Even though nearly everyone(60 percent ofE/ecfroh/G Learn/ng
 
respondents)talked about the importance ofintegrating technologyinto the
 
curriculum, when asked to describe their most recent offering,66 percent of
 
respondents said they gave straight workshops on specific software titles or
 
hardware, rather than on how to use technology asa tool to expand and enrich
 
the curriculum.
 
Technology trainers and the teachers dften differ tremendously in their
 
satisfaction aboutthe technology training. Sixteen percent of Instructor/Middle
 
Years respondents said they were dissatisfied with their technology training.
 
Electronic Learning respondents,for the most part the trainers, said only4
 
percent oftheir teachers were dissatisfied with theirtraining.
 
Both participants and trainers responded that not enough time,
 
inadequate hands-on practice, ahd insufficientfollow-up were weaknesses ofthe
 
programs offered. Only6 percent of Electronic Learning respondents reported
 
their schools or districts gave or loaned technology equipment to teachers,or
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offered a discountforteachers to buy their own equipiTientrfotlowlhg th^^^
 
training - all of which can addressthese weaknesses.
 
Though principals are cdnsidered gatekeepersfor buying technology for
 
their schools,41 percent of E/ecfrbn/cteam/hg's respondents said their schools
 
or districts did not offer technology staff developmentfor principals.
 
Tally(1995)emphasizes that"the number one reason for teacher
 
dissatisfaction with technolbgy training is that there is not enough time allotted
 
to learn"(p. 14). The problems with current training to be related to adult
 
learning styles. Staffdevelopment programs need to take into cdnsideration the
 
slow process ofteacher change. Adults bring a more developed set of beliefs to
 
the table. Teachers develop Ways ofdoing things and these things have been
 
proven to work overtime. Adults do not learn new things all at once^ butlike
 
children they develop new skills over time.
 
Siegel(1995b)suggests that perhaps the contrast between talk about
 
technology staff development and the reality of how committed schools reallyare
 
comes out most badly when the conversation turnsto mohey. "We're spending
 
millions of dollars for acquisitibn ofsoftware and hardware and refitting
 
buildings, whatabout refitting teechers?"(p.49). The type of support that Tally
 
suggests is expensive. Technology budgets may need to be reappraised sinQe
 
the cost oftechnology staff developmentmay very well be greater than the cost
 
of hardware and software, Siegel(1995b)presents an alarming figure that
 
shows28 percent ofsurvey respondents said they spehd nothing oh staff
 
development. On average,schools are spending only 8.3 percent of their
 
technology budgetson staff development.
 
In discussing topics for staff develpprnent,;Zeiti(1995)states that itJs
 
critical to present information thai the faculty and staffconsider useful and
 
importantso thatthey will be willing to spend the extra time to attend the
 
training classes. Zeitz suggests the Technology Coordinator consider
 
performing a needsassessment by using a questionnaire. The
 
questionnaire should be designed to determine how faculty and staff are
 
using technology, what areas they would like to learn aboutthrough training,
 
and when it would be most convenientfor them to attend training. Lauro
 
(1995)says that involving teachers in the needs assessment early in the
 
process will assuresuccess.
 
Methods and Approaches
 
As Technology Goordinators design staff development prbgrams,they
 
should considerthe different options, methods and approachesavailable to
 
them. The goal,says Lauro(1995)should be to find cost-effective waysto
 
improve the processes of education,teaching and learning.
 
Lauro(1995)includesfive general options available to Technology
 
Coordinators and those responsible for staff development. Theseoptions
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include the comprehensive approach,the one-shot deal, conferehces, in-

house development and holistic video-besed instruction.
 
the comprehensive approach inyolyes bringing in experts arid
 
trainers to operate staff development sessions. Thisapproach is effective
 
because it involves consistent training sessions with specific goals and
 
objectives. Thefinancial commitment is substantial by the time the trainersi,
 
presenters and substitutes are paid.
 
The one-shot deal approach is probably the mostcommon according
 
to Lauro(1995). A presenter comes into the school before the year starts
 
and staff members spend one to three days on a Specific topic. The
 
challenges of this approach include lack offollow-through and on-going
 
reinforcement. Staffonly implements whatthey rememberfrom a couple of
 
days of instruction. Lauro(1995)says that the lack Offollow-through makes
 
this approach one ofthe most expensiveforms of staff develppinent,
 
Similarly, Spriggs and Bohannon(1995)mention institutes as a training
 
option. They describe institutes as"events scheduled for one of more days,
 
offering a menu ofsessions revolving around integrated themes, with expert
 
consultants and opportunities for collegial discussion and planning"(p. 71).
 
Spriggs and Bohannon also discuss seminars and workshops as training
 
methods worth considering.
 
Conferences presentanother option for staff development. They
 
provide massive amounts of information in a short period oftime: Lauro
 
(1995)explains the pros and cons associated with this abundance of
 
information. Those who attend the conference must be able to filter through
 
the information and decide what is valuable. Since only afew teachers will
 
be sent to each conferencev other teachers may resent notbeing sent
 
themselves. It is important that the information and ideas collected at
 
conferences be brought back to the school and shared. Spriggs and
 
Bohannon(1995)also mention conferences and stress the importance of
 
networking to share information.
 
In-house training is effective because trainer? are on-site and
 
available for on-going support. Follow-thrOugh hasbeen identified as an
 
invaluable componentto the success of staff training programs(Lauro,
 
1995). This approach Is challenging for the in-house trainer. They must
 
create interest and entliusiasm. keep up-to-date on issues and provide
 
continuing support. Trainers must be trusted by teachers and viewed as
 
allies and supporters.
 
Along the same line of thinking, Spriggs and Bohannon(1995)
 
suggest cadre team developmentas a method of training. Cadre training
 
involves training an individual, or core group ofindividuals, and giving them
 
the responsibility to aid implementation oftechnology. Folldwing the cadre
 
approach to training, an individual from a curricular department would be
 
selected, or volunteer, to participate in the trainitig. Upon com
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training, the individual would take responsibility for conduGting staff
 
developmentsessions with the facultyfrom their department.
 
Holistic-based video is defined by Lauro(1995)as"a full year of
 
monthly reinforcement, in video format, of research-based educational
 
concepts"(p.64). Videotapes are produced every year and include
 
guidebooks to facilitate group discussion. Some videos show teachers
 
teaching and having success in the classroom. This is valuable for peers
 
using the videotapes. Another benefit of this approach is the flexibility of
 
scheduling. The approach is also very cost-effective. Spriggs and
 
Bohannon(1995)also mention video study as an effective method of
 
training. They suggest that video study may incorporate independent or
 
group study through the use of commercial or locally produced videotapes.
 
Siegel(1995b)reports that70 percent ofteachers surveyed claim that
 
teachers conduct most ofthe staff development sessions in their schools.
 
Workshops are also conducted by Technology Coordinators and Librarians.
 
Siegel also reports that half-day workshops held during or after school seem
 
to be most popular.
 
Schmeltzer(1995)introduces the concept of training over the
 
Internet. He suggests thatthis trend is gaining in popularity. Pepperdine
 
University offers a degree in Educational Technology and most ofthe work
 
is done on-line. The On-line Internet Institute offers on-line activities
 
designed to help integrate use ofthe Internet into the curriculum. Another
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on-line resource is the Teacher Education Internet Server, This service
 
provides resources and instructional materials for pre-service and in-service 
"teachers. . ■ 
The most effective staff development approaches may incorporate
 
several ofthese five approaches. Lauro(199S)suggests that providing
 
options can only lead to better staff development. There is no one best way
 
of training teachers to use technology. The use of multiple training
 
strategies providesfor the most successful approach.
 
Kevsto Successful Programs
 
The literature is full oftips and suggestions for successful technology staff
 
development programs. Siegel(1995b),Solomon and Solomon(1995),and
 
Kutner(1992)describe key elements Ofexemplary technology staff development
 
in the areas of planning, design, implementation and evaluation.
 
Siegel(1995b)and Solomon and Solomon(1995)list on-site follow-up,
 
access to technology,teachers training teachers and mandatory staff
 
development,as important to the success of any technology staff development
 
program.
 
Follow-up with local staff is crucial. Even if outside consultants are used
 
for the training, local individuals should be available forfollow-up support. On­
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site support people are essential to make sure everything is up and runnihg.^^^^ 1^
 
technology does not work when teachers need it, they will not use it.
 
It is also imperative that teachers have access to the eame technolpgyas
 
they were trained on(Siegel, 1995b). Solomon and Solomon(1995)suggest
 
"give teachers technolpgy they can take home"(p. 38). Teachers should be
 
encouraged to take computers horne where they can learn and practice in
 
private.'
 
Siegel(1995b)recommends that teachers be the primary trainers of
 
teachers. Solomon and Splompn(1995)also promote the concept ofteachers
 
collaborating with teachers. Teachers can shafe ideas and help one another.
 
Successi is inspiring and teachers should share and celebrate their successes;
 
Hearing about success helps otherteachers adapt greatideas and new projects.
 
Teiecommunications can offer one wayfor teachers to communicate their
 
successes^ ■ 
Another key to the success of a technology staff development program is
 
the requirement that learning to use technology is mandatory, not voluntary
 
(Siegel, 1995a). Principals,Superintendents,and other administrators should
 
also be required to take staff development courses with their teachers. The time
 
for technologystaff development should be integrated into teachers'work
 
schedules(Siegel, 1995a). Solomon and Solomon(1995) suggest stretching
 
the work dayin order to give teachers the professionartime and opportunities
 
they need to do theirjob. :
 
The literature also includes performing a needs assessment and involving
 
teachers in planning and evaluation as key elements ofan exemplary technology
 
staff development program.
 
Kutner(1992)emphasizesthe need for the trainer to perform a needs
 
assessment and lists this processas an essential component ofan effective
 
technology staff development program. Zeitz(1995)refers to performing a
 
needs assessmentas the first step in good program design. The trainer should
 
perform a needs assessmentto determine teachers' proficiency with technology
 
and specific target skills. The needs assessmentshould be performed to assist
 
in designing the content ofthe training sessions.
 
Teachers should be actively involved in the planning and evaluation
 
process(Kutner, 1992). When teachers are involved in identifying their
 
professional development needs,the likelihood ofthe program being successful
 
is dramatically enhanced(Lauro, 1995). Effective technology staff development
 
programs should provide teachers with knowledge and skills thatthey perceive
 
as potentially useful in expanding and enriching the curriculum(Boser and
 
Daugherty,1996). Teachersare looking for information they consider useful
 
and important enough that they will be willing to attend training sessions(Zeitz,
 
1995).
 
With all the new technology,teachers are wondering how they can
 
effectively integrate technology into the curriculum. Many teachers are using
 
multimedia to facilitate learning, understanding and exploration. Multimedia
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provides an alternative instructlohal environnient,in which students have control
 
and self-initiated direction; Multirnedia seeiTis to facilitate individually guided
 
student learning and providesfreedom and flexibility. "Students may learn best
 
when provided freedom and flexibility, and surrounded by technology rich
 
resources"(Nicaise and Barnes, 1996v p.210).
 
Peterspn and Orde(1995)suggest that techhology,as much ps reading
 
and writing, should be used as a tool across the curriculum- The authors
 
continue by explaining that although there have been successfui efforts to teach
 
students to utilize computersoftwareto prepare reports and give presentations,
 
the technology is available to"accessa wide variety oflearning resources^ to
 
challenge students to learn more,and to express thatlearning in a variety of
 
ways"(p. 70).
 
In theirfinal recommehdatioh, Rutherford and Grana(1995)explain that
 
studentsare often more technologically literate than teachers. The authors
 
suggestthat teachers try aform of role reversal and tap the knowledge base of
 
their students. This role reversal can inspire studentsto become more involved
 
and active in the learning process. The environmentthat is created, leads
 
toward a differentlearning relationship betvyeen students and teachers. The
 
relationship shifts toward "cobperation and egalitarianism, thus enhancing
 
learning"(p. 86). Technology Coordinators might also think about using
 
students asa resource forideas and information.
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The most successful technology staffdevelopment programs also ihyolve
 
teachers in the evaluation process(Kutner, 1992). Routinely Involving teachers
 
in the evaluation process assists the trainer in determining which elements and
 
strategies are most effective(McKenzie,1991). Boser ahd Qaugherty(1996)
 
report the lack of effective feedbackfrom teachers during program evaluation,as
 
a majorflaw in many programs.
 
It is important to remember that teachers will havefears that may prevent
 
them from adapting their teaching to include techndlogy. Rutherford and Grana
 
(1995)discusssome issues that may prevent teachersfrom learning and using
 
new technologies. First, teachers may have afear ofchange. They may adopt
 
the attitude of "I've come this far in my life without needing this technology,so
 
why do I want to learn it now?"(p.83). It may be frightening, but not adapting is
 
suicide, say the authors. Teachers may also be wary ofthe time required to
 
learn and adapttechnology into the curriculum. Another issue is the fear of
 
appearing incompetent in front of peers and students. Finally, teachers may
 
have afear ofjust not knowing where to start.
 
Teachers who have embraced technoiogy report many benefits including
 
more time for individual work with students, less time needed for lecturing, and
 
more opportunities to serve asfacilitator, guide and Coach.("Developing a
 
favorable", 1995). Tejada(1995)reports similar benefits as stated by teachers
 
including "I spend moretirhe with individual students" and "I spend less time
 
lecturing to the entire class"(p.R6).
 
Although no one can accurately predict where technology is headed,one
 
thing seems to be certain - teachers will play a crucial role in integrating
 
technology into schools. It has been suggested that if teachers believe in
 
technology and believe that technology will benefit their teaching and their
 
students,they can serve as the most effective promoters oftechnology
 
("Developing a favorable", 1995). The Technology Coordinator, and a
 
successful staff development program, wilI play a key role in empowering
 
teachers.
 
This chapter has presented the responsibilities and roles that are
 
assigned to Technology Coordinatdrs. The literature reports that the
 
Technology Coordinator should have a strong academic backgrpund,as well as
 
ah extensive knowledge oftechnolpgy. These qualifications Will enable the
 
Technology Coordinator to shoulder a myriad ofresponsibilities including
 
network administration, policy making and staffdevelopment. All three roles are
 
important, but staff development is often identified in the literature, as most
 
critical to the Success oftechnology in schools. The Technology Coordinator
 
may have the opportunity to delegate many ofthe network administration
 
responsibilities to a technical support person. Policy making may be
 
spearheaded by administration. Thus,staff development remains the most
 
important responsibility oftheTechnology Coordinator.
 
Technology Coordinators need successful models and quality support
 
materials to guide them in their daily activities, and especially in designing their
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staff development programs, in their research, Boser and Daugherty(1996)
 
found limited information on staff-development practices in technology
 
education. They concluded that it would be helpful if resultsfrom successful
 
technology staff-development programs were shared and promoted, this
 
project, and its instructional materials,were created,to serve as a resource for
 
Technology Coordinators.
 
Thefollowing chapters will describe the Electronic Handbook project,
 
including the Authoring Workshop and the Resource Center components.
 
Chapter Three will outline the project objectives. Chapter Four will detail the
 
design and development ofthe project.
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CHAPTER THREE
 
Electronic HandbookObjectives
 
The main goal ofthis M.A. project is to developan information resource
 
for Technology Coordinators. The project, called The Electronic Handbook,
 
includes an Authoring Workshop component and a Resource Center component.
 
The purpose ofthe Authoring Workshop Is to present Technology
 
Coordinators with aset of guidelines for building a successful technology staff
 
development program. These guidelines encompass the areas Of planning,
 
design, implementation and evaluation, v
 
In support ofthese staff develppmeht guidelines, the Jane ddddall
 
multimedia software program is presented. The Jane Goodall program is a
 
model productthat resulted from a technology staff development program which
 
followed the guidelines ofthe Authoring Workshop. It is this author's goal that
 
both the process and the product will serve aS valuable resourcesfor
 
Technology Coordinators.
 
The second component ofthe Electronic Handbook^ the Resource Ceriter,
 
organizes and presents reference materials, related to the Teehnology
 
Coordinator'sjob responsibilities and daily aGtivities. The Resource Center
 
includes sample policies, publications and organizationsfor technology
 
Coordinators,and a list of useful Internet addresses.
 
The interactive multimedia design ofthe Electrohic Handbook will:
 
1. engage users by utilizing text and graphics to convey content.
 
2. provide a user-friendly interface by creating clean and concise screen
 
designs,clearly labeled navigational guides and printable information.
 
3. provide the userwith thefreedom and flexibility to actively seek
 
information under self-initiated direction.
 
Upon completion ofthe Electronic Handbook,the Technology Coordinator
 
will be able to:
 
1. design a technology staff development program that clearly defines its
 
goals, methods and instructional practices.
 
2. locate additional resources in support oftheirjob resppnsibiiitieS.
 
3. explore new waysto expand and enrich the curriculum through the use
 
of multimedia technology.
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CHAPTER FOUR
 
Design and Developmentofthe Electronic Handbook
 
The Electronic Handbook,on CD-ROM,includes an Authoring Workshop
 
componentand a Resource Center component. The Handbook is designed to
 
serve as a resourcefor Technology Coordinators, by providing resources and
 
information to assist them in managing their responsibilities and daily activities.
 
When Jane Goodall,afamous scientist, was confirmed as a guest
 
speaker, at Westridge School,the science faculty began developing curriculum
 
to prepare the student bodyfor her visit. Westridge School, where this author is
 
currently employed as Director ofTechnology, is a private, girls school in
 
Pasadena,California. As the science faculty reviewed and collected support
 
materials, they came up with the idea to author a software program of their own.
 
Faculty were aware ofthe interest that students had shown,aboutthe use of
 
multimedia software in their science classes. The science faculty wasfinding
 
multimedia to be an effective method of engaging student learners and
 
delivering content. Thefaculty expressed an interest in learnihg to use
 
authoring software.
 
In response to this curricularneed and faculty Interest, a technology staff
 
development program was launched. It was called the Authpring Workshop,
 
because the training would focus on learning to use an authoring tool. The
 
product ofthe training would be a multimedia software program about Jane
 
Goodall, which students would use in preparation for her visit.
 
Previously, Westridge School had successfully used the cadre approach
 
for technology staff development. The Authoring Workshop was instituted as a
 
cadre program, partnering a single science faculty member with the Director of
 
Technology. Following the cadre approach,the sciencefaculty member would
 
participate in the training. Upon completion ofthe Authoring Workshop,the
 
science faculty member would take responsibility for conducting authoring
 
software training with otherfaculty members in the science department.
 
As a component ofthe Electronic Handbook,the Authoring Workshop
 
focuses on the initial training ofthe science faculty member. It does not,
 
however, investigate the subsequent departmentartraining. It also provides a
 
set of guidelinesfor developing a successful technology staff development
 
program. These guidelines apply to the planning, design, implementation and
 
evaluation ofa successful technology training program.
 
The Resource Center component ofthe Electronic Handbook organizes
 
and presents information related to the Technology Coordinator'sjob
 
responsibilities. The Resource Center includes sample polioies, publications
 
and organizationsfor Technology Coordinators, and a list of useful lnternet
 
sites. The Resource Center provides valuable information and quality materials,
 
to support the Technology Coordinator in their daily activities.
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Contentand structure
 
The opening screen ofthe EleGtrohic Hahdbopk is the"Main Menu"
 
screen. This screen i
 
information sections which are
 
(see Figure 1).
 
Fioure 1.
 
iiSiiiiii
 
Workshop
 
The"Main Menu"screen aiso allows the userlQ accessthe"Progratn
 
Credits" are credited(see
 
Figure 2).
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Navigating through the program is designed to be clean and simple. To
 
move through the program,the user clicks, with the mouse,on a"button." A
 
button may consist ofan image,icon or text. Navigational guides are easy to
 
identify and consistently placed on each screen.
 
Figure 2. Program Credits Screen
 
Program Credits
 
Elt^treiik
 
Handbook
 
Thefollowing sections will describe, in detail, the two main components
 
ofthe Electronic Handbook.
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Design and Developmentofthe Authoring Workshop
 
The Authoring Workshop component pfthe Elec^ Handbook details
 
the modeltechnology staff developrnent program adopted at Westridge School.
 
Thefollowing section will describe how the planhing, design,implementatioh and
 
evaluation guidelinesfor a successfultraining program werefollowed.
 
/' ■^' ". ^■rPlahninq 
The first step in a sucCessfui technology staff developrnent program is 
planning. Teachers should be prpactively involved in the planning process. 
Planning involves estabiishihg the relevanGe of the project, setting the curricular 
goals and deciding on a rnethod of training. 
The relevance of the project should be clear to all parties involved in the 
program. Teachers are ihterested in ideas that can be used in the classroom 
and put into practice imrriedisltely. 
The relevance of the Authoring Workshop program at Westridge School 
was established early in the developmentai process. Westridge science 
department faculty identified the need for a staff development program that 
would provide instruction on authoring, the goal was to develop a software 
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product about Jane Goodall. The software would then be used Imrnediately, in
 
the currlculum, to prepare studentsfor Jane Goodall's visit.
 
The curricuiar goals ofthe Authoring Workshop were established in the
 
early stages ofthe planning process. Its curricuiar goals were to meetthe needs
 
ofstudents,teachers and the institution. The curricuiar goals ofthe Authoring
 
Workshop werefocused on gaining skills in authoring,and using the technology
 
to develop computer-based instructional materials that will enrich the curriculum.
 
Multimedia was incorporated to provide learners with freedom and self-

initiated direction. The target product,the Jane Goodalf multimedia software,
 
adopted the design ofa constructivist application in that it would provide
 
learners with a variety ofstimuli and access to an alternative learning
 
environment.
 
Another important piece ofthe plannirig process is selecting a training
 
method. The Authoring Workshop program used the in-house,cadre
 
development approach to training. Westridge School had been successfully
 
using this approach in other technqlogy staff development prograrns. In-house
 
approach refers to the use of pn-site staff to perform the training. The cadre
 
approach involves training a single teacher and giving them the responsibility of
 
training otherfaculty. The Authoring Workshoppartnered the Directory of
 
Technology at Westridge School with a single member ofthe science faculty.
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Design
 
The second step in a successful technology staff development program is
 
designing the program. The design phase involves creating a project timeline,
 
developing the training curriculum and determining content of the final product.
 
The purpose ofa project timeline is to keep participants on task and on
 
schedule. The first step is to identify the key events that must happen in order to
 
make the project successful. These key events are then prioritized and
 
evaluated in reference to their time requirements and time is allotted for the
 
project. Subsequently,the events are incorporated into a project timeline.
 
The timeline for the Authoring Workshop included the identification ofthe
 
key events, in the design and development ofthe Jane Goodall software,
 
namely:
 
Event 1 define the content areas
 
Event2 choose the types of media to be used
 
Events develop the training curriculum
 
Event4 collect the materials
 
Events perform the applications training
 
Events develop the screen design
 
Event? do the authoring
 
Events test the final product(Jane Goodall software)
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Event9 install thefinal product
 
Each ofthese key events was then asslghed a tlnne requirerneht. The
 
amount oftime between the onset oftheAuthoring Workshop program and the
 
date ofJane Goodalfs yisit was ten weeks; The sciencefaculty wanted to have
 
the program available for Use in classes,twoweeks prior to Jane Goodall's visit.
 
This meant eight weeksfor the whole training program and software
 
development. The teacher and trainer each committed an average ofthree
 
hours out ofevery week day to the project: Atthe end ofthe project,the
 
combined time commitmentfrom the trainer and teacher was approximately250
 
hours. The key events were plotted on a project timeline(see Figure 3).
 
The next step involved deterrnining which applications and hardware
 
lessons need to be deliyered to teachers. TheTechnology Cbordinator worked
 
with the teachers and perforrhed a needs assessment. This assessmentofthe
 
tfaihing needs was to help determine a timefequirementfor each area of
 
training. Teachers may already be proficient in som areas,so more time may
 
be allotted elsewhere.
 
The needs assessmentfor the Authoring Wbrkshop was conducted usjng
 
informal interviews. The needs assessmenit determined thattraining was
 
needed for the Questauthofing software,the Photoshop software and scanning.
 
Teachers were to be trained in each ofthese areas through hands-on tutorials.
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Figure 3. Authorihg Workshop Project Timeline
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Week Five
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animation
 
• scan graphics
 
• continue programming
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Week Thiee
 
• Photoshop - lesson two
 
covering cropping
 
images
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• begin developing text
 
WeekSix
 
• continue programming
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WeekSeven Week Eight 
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• installation 
• final testing and 
revisions 
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The third critical component in the design ofa technology staff
 
development program is determining the content ofthe product. The content
 
that the program will deliver was considered carefully, and designed to meetthe
 
curricular goals of developing the Jane Goodail software, In addition to
 
determining the content ofthe multimedia program,the typesof media to be
 
used were also agreed upon.
 
In the Authoring Workshop program,the Westridge science faculty
 
determined the content ofthe Jane Goodair multimedia software. Tofacilitate
 
information mapping,the content ofthe prograrh was linked to the students'
 
existing knowledge base. This linking process is a critical successfactor in
 
using multimedia for instruction.
 
the content ofthe software program covers three rriaih areas and builds
 
upon students'existing knowledge base, the emphasis is placed on Jane
 
Goodail and her life and work. Areas offocus include:
 
Jane Goodail in her early years
 
Jane Goodail and her years in Africa arid Gorrilje
 
Jane Goodail today
 
The Jane Goodail Institute
 
The second area of contentfocuses on individual chimpanzee
 
biographies. The biographies include pictures, descriptions and stories,
 
revealing the individual characteristics of each chimpanzee. The final content
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area details milestones in the researoh oh chimpanzees and their behavidrs.
 
The media elements include digitized Imhges.clip^artand some animation.
 
Another component to determining content is designihg the flow ofthe
 
program. After the content was determined,the presentation ofthe content was
 
designed. This was accomplished through the use ofstoryboards, program
 
flowcharts and descriptive text. Appendix B shows the descriptive text designed
 
by the Westridge teacher.
 
Implementation
 
The third step in a Successfultechnology staff development program is
 
implementation. Implementation involves chodsihg the equipment, performing
 
the technology training and assembling, installing and testingfthe product. ^  ­
These key events are also included on the project timelihe as illustrated in
 
Figure 3.
 
It is the trainer's responsibility to choose the equipmentfor the training.
 
Continual access to equipment is important to the success of any technology
 
program. The trainer should ensure that teaGhers have access to the same
 
technology they were trained on.
 
The technology requirements Ofthe Authoring Workshop include three
 
software prograrris, a scanrier and a cornputer. The primary software is the
 
Quest authoring software which is used to do the programming. Photoshdp iis
 
the interface software used to acquire Imagesfrom the scanner. Photoshop Is
 
also used to crop and manipulate Images after they have been acquired and
 
saved. Microsoft Word Is used for word processing and creating the textfor the
 
program. The scanner isa colorscannerand the computer Is an IBM clone.
 
The software used In the Authoring Workshop training is Identical to the
 
software available on the science faculty's desktop computers and the science
 
lab computers. The hardware used In the training Is also cornparable to the
 
equipment used by the science department.
 
Additionally, the science teacher being trained was given access to a
 
laptop computer to take home. The laptop wasloaded with the software used in
 
the training Including Quest,Photoshop and Microsoft Word. In accordance with
 
the software license agreement,a copy of Questwas given to the teacher to
 
load on her home computer.
 
Implementation also involves performing the technology training.
 
Technology training Includeslessons on software appHcations, using different
 
hardware and discussing design concepts. The training addresses the areas of
 
weakness as Identified by the needs assessment. Training is sequential, with a
 
focus on skill development. Concepts build on each other.
 
The Authoring Workshop included three lessons on the Quest authoring
 
software,two lessons on Photoshop and a discussion about effective screen
 
design. Each training session was approximately2to3hours in length. Using
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 software tutorialsv each lesson was directed at perfecting undeveloped skills
 
Thesequence ofeach training session was carefully planned.
 
Thefirst Quest lesson focused on creating frames(screens), text and
 
links. The hands-on software tutorial included one section on developing frames
 
and text and another section on creating links. The collection of materialsfor
 
the program was already in progressso Jane Goodall text was substituted fOr
 
the suggested tutorial text. The ability to add text was a skill that wasimportant
 
to learn early, This skill needed to be developed befpre the programming oftext
 
could begin. .
 
The first Photoshop lessonfocused on acquiring and saving images using
 
the scanner. The hands-on tutorial included a section on scanning and saving
 
images. It Was also important here to use actual pictures that had been
 
collected for the program;
 
In the second Questlesson,the scannedImages were used in the
 
instruction on how to add graphics. Theseare examples of how training should
 
be sequential and skills and concepts should build on each other.
 
TheImplementation slage is where the product is assembled. The first
 
step in assembling the product is detailing the design. Aftpr the product has
 
been designed,the production can begin;
 
The first step in assembling the Jane Goodall multimedia software was
 
finalizing the screen design. First, the teacherwas given a presentation OT
 
effective screen design. This presentation was prepared,in adyance,bythe
 
. ■ ■ ■ ■ 
 trainer. The presentation included a list of guidelinesfor screen design and
 
examples of effective and poor screen design.
 
The Jane Goodall multimedia software was designed using the following
 
guidelinesfor creating an effective interface:
 
consistent colorscheme
 
soft background color
 
consistentfonti easy to read
 
: illustrations support text
 
limit quantity of information
 
(McFarland,1995, p.68)
 
Asa resultofthe training, the following screen design was created for the
 
Jane Goodallsoftware.
 
A consistent color scheme was achieved by the teacher, using only two
 
different backgrounds,as evidenced by the white and green screen
 
backgrounds. White and green backgrounds were used because of their
 
softness and appeal to the eyes. Consistent and complementary text colors
 
were used throughout the program.
 
The choice offontfor textual information is very important. The teacher
 
chose a conSisteritfont type and the pfogram's text uses only two differentfonts.
 
Figures 4,5and6consistently illustrate this pattern.
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Figure 4. Jane Goodall Software Main Menu Screen
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Figure 5. Jane Goodall Menu Screen
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Figure 6. Individual Chimpanzee"Mike'VScreen
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(from.Goiiath),there werefourteen adult
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bananas. I,.evels of aggression were high
 
and the situation was a demanding onefor!
 
an alpha male. Without his undoubted
 
intelligence (after all. every male had
 
accessto the empty cans; only Mike
 
Thefonts chosen were standard fonts that are installed on every
 
cornputer the program will be running on. If a font is not resident on a computer,
 
the text may not appear, or may appear distorted.
 
Graphics and syrribois can be powerful design tools. The teacher used
 
illustrations to support and complementthe text asshown in Figures7and 8.
 
Pictures do not substitute for text and pictures are not used to preseht detailed
 
information. The teacher attempted to choose graphics that contribute to the
 
understanding ofthe text.
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Figure 7. Individual Chimpanzee"Mike"Screen with Large Picture
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Figure 8. Do Orphaned Chimps Matter? Screen
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To prevent learner frustration, the teacher limited the quantity of
 
information per screen. This was accomplished,in part, through the use of scroll
 
bars which limit the amountoftext on each screen. The text was designed with
 
a scroll bar SO only a portion ofthe text is visible at one time. The remaining text
 
is hidden and rolls into view when the user clicks on the scroll bar(see Figure
 
7). This design allows more text to be available without having a screen full of
 
words. The scrolling fields also reset therTiselves each time a screen is opened.
 
Navigating through the program is designed to be clean and simple. To
 
move through the program,the user clicks, with the mouse,on a "button." A
 
button may consist of an image, icon or text. Navigational guides are easy to
 
identify and icons are clearly labeled. For example,the icon used to move to the
 
previous screen is identified by a left-pointing arrow and the "hack."
 
Figures 5,7and8 illustrate how the teacher placed havigational iconsin
 
consistent locations throughout the program. The"back'button is consistently
 
positioned in the bottom left corner ofthe screen.
 
Animation requires a rriore sophisticated approach to screen design. The
 
teacher used animation to engage the user and maintain interest. The Jane
 
Goodall multimedia software uses simple animation in three areas
 
Using animation,the Gombe Chimp Family Tree section introduces the
 
userto the chimpanzees. During the animation,the user is shown each
 
chimpanzee's name,one at a time. Each name is"dissolved"onto the screen
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The teacher used the sequence animation to reinforce the birth order concept of
 
the program's content.
 
The teacher also used simple anifnation on the Individual chimpanzee
 
screens. These screens include text and a pictureofthe chimpanzee. Each
 
screen presents a small picture which is animated and enlarged if the user clicks
 
on the"see" button(seefigure 7).
 
Animation is also used in the section on chimpanzee behavior. The user
 
is presented with a series of behaviors and events, arranged in chronological
 
order(see Figure 9).
 
When the user clicks on an event,the eventtravels across the screen
 
and stops at the bottom ofthe screen. When the event stops moving,
 
descriptive textfades onto the screen. After an appropriate amount oftime,the
 
event moves back across the screen to its original starting point. The teacher
 
used animation to increase the user's interest in the event; Successful screen
 
design will keep theiearner engaged and provide a clear and consistent
 
interface that supports the learning process.
 
After thescreen design wasfinalized, the training led teachers into the
 
production phase. Production in the Authoring Workshop program involved
 
programming and scanning and saving graphics.
 
Whenever possible, programming was done one complete section ata
 
time. This is important in case a project falls behind in schedule. If sections are
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Figure 9. WhatWe've Learned About Chimpanzees Screen
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completed one by one,then at least a portion ofthe product is deliverable,even
 
if time runs short.
 
The Authoring Workshop wasscheduled so that the Jane Goodall
 
software was produced section by section. The Jane Goodall section was done
 
first, the Gombe Chimpanzee section second,and the Chimpanzee Behavior
 
screens third. Text and navigational buttons were added initially,followed by
 
graphics and animation last.
 
Asthe product was assembled,the testing began. Testing continued
 
through installation. Testing included editing the content and checking program
 
functionality.
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Testing ofthe Jane Goodall raultjrnedia software wasa continual process
 
that began with the onset of prdgrammihg. The teacher edited text for spelling
 
and formatting errors. Screens were tasted for functionality. Scroll bars were
 
tested to ensure they were attached to the correct set oftext. Navigational
 
buttons were tested to make sure the links between screens were accurate.
 
Animation sequences were tested and evaluated for appropriate tirhing. In some
 
instances, timing was changed to be slower or faster.
 
The teacher completed the final phase oftesting after the program had
 
been installed.
 
Installation occured after the programming wasfinished and the final
 
product had been thoroughly tested. Plenty oftime was aHptted for installation
 
and for testing the installed program.
 
The trainer installed the Jane Goodall multimedia software on the
 
Westridge School network so it could be accessed from every computer on the
 
campus rietwork. The program was set up to be accessed from a menu which
 
also ran from the network. This configuration eliminated the need to install the
 
program on the local harddrive ofevery computer on campus.
 
Testing wasdone on approximately50 percent ofthe computers in each
 
building. Students were used to test 100percent ofthe computers in the high-

use areas including the computerlabs. Installation wentsmoothly With np
 
significant problems^ ^
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The implementation stage was the mosttime consuming stage because it
 
involved the labor-intensive processes of training, assembling, installing and
 
testing the product.
 
Evaluation
 
Thefourth and final step in asuccessfultechnology staff development
 
program is evaluation. Trainers and teachers participate in evaluating the
 
training program. Evaluation includes determining if program and curricular
 
goals were met, evaluating the final product and making revisions.
 
The Authoring Workshop program was evaluated by the trainer and
 
teacher,and deemed a success. Successful elements ofthe program included:
 
program and curricular goals were met
 
local staff was available forfollow-up
 
teachers had access to the same technology they were trained on
 
newly acquired technology skills were immediately transferred into the
 
classroom
 
As part ofthe evaluation process,the Jane Goodall multimedia software
 
was evaluated. A questionnaire was developed to determine the effectiveness
 
ofthe Jane Goodall multimedia software(see Appendix G). The evaluations
 
were completed by one computer teacher and one science teacher. The overall
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results ofthe software questionnaire were very positive. Respondents reported
 
on the strengths and the weaknesses ofthe software.
 
Both respondents commented on how easy the program wasto use.
 
Once studentsfound the program icon and got inside the prbgram,they had no
 
difficulty navigating.
 
Both respondents reported that the graphics were excellentand the single
 
bestfeature ofthe program. One respondent commented on the
 
appropriateness ofthe graphics and how they supported the textual information
 
being presented. The other respondent reported that students said they felt like
 
they had met Jane Goodalland the chimpanzees,personally, because they
 
knew theirfaces so well after viewing the program. Thissame resporident also
 
praised the descriptive comments next to each chimpahzee's name and picture.
 
This simple descriptor helped students to remember the distinguishing
 
characteristic ofeach chimpanzee.
 
Both respondents also commented, positively, on the thoroughness and
 
amount of information in the program. One respondent stated thatsHe liked how
 
the program covered Jane GoodaH's life from her early years, and included her
 
work today. This respondent explained how this was important because
 
Students were very enthusiastic about Jane Goodall and her life's work,and the
 
program gave them current information about programs and organizations they
 
could contact to get involved.
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The evaluators also reported on the limitations ofthe software. Both
 
respondents suggested incorporating a review, or"test your knowledge'Vsectidri.
 
One respondent wanted to see this accomplished with some type of game. One
 
respondent reported that there needed to be more exit buttons placed on
 
additional screens. In addition, both respondents said thatthe speed ofthe
 
Gombe Chimp Family Tree screen needed to be increased: The names ofthe
 
chimpanzees should paintfaster, with less time elapsing in-between each name;
 
Furthermore,one respondentsuggested the dates be associated with
 
each event on the behavior screens, in order to reinforce the chronologicalordef
 
ofthe events. Finally, a request was made to enable users to print the screens.
 
Based oh the evaluator'ssuggestions,the teacher made some revisiohs
 
to the software program. Specifically, the presentation speed 6fthe Gombe
 
chimpsand the family tree was increased. Additionally, an exit button was
 
added to the Jane Goodall Institute screen. Dates were added next to each
 
event on the two behavior screens.
 
Hdw to Usethe Authoring Workshop
 
The Authoring Workshop section is accessed by clicking on the green
 
"Authoring Workshop"button from the Main Menu. This section includes
 
guidelinesfor deveioping a successful technology staff development program.
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The first screen in the Authoring Workshop section introduces the user to the
 
Authoring Workshop program and the Jane Goodall multimedia software,(see
 
Figure 10).
 
Figure 10. Authoring Workshop Introduction Screen
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After the user clicks on the"Guidelines" button, they are taken to the
 
Authoring Workshop Guidelines screen. This screen presents the four
 
guidelines to building a successful technology staff development program. The
 
guidelines include planning, design, implementation and evaluation. The
 
guidelines are identified with graphically familiar icons and text(see Figure 11).
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A fifth button on the Guidelines screen presents a link to the sample product.
 
Thesample product ofthe Authoring Workshop is the Jane Goodall multimedia
 
software.
 
Figure 11. Authoring Workshop Guidelines Screen
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If the user chooses the"Planning" button, they move into a section with
 
information about planning a successful technology staff development program.
 
The planning section presents three events which are important to the planning
 
process. The events include establish relevance of project, set curricular goals,
 
and choose method oftraining(see Figure 12).
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Figure 12. Planning Screen
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Each planning event is presented with a picture ofa round button. When
 
the user clicks on a button,the detail for the selected event appears on the
 
screen(see Figure 13).
 
A"Print" button is located at the bottom right portion ofthe screen. The
 
user may click on the "Print" button to phnt a copyofthe screen. "Print" buttons
 
are
 
Each ofthe remaining Guidelines screens operate in a fashion similar to
 
the Planning screen as illustrated in Figures 14,15and 16,
 
From the Guidelines screen,the user is returned to the Main Menu by
 
clicking on the"Back" button twice.
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F i g u r e  1 3 .  C h o o s e  M e t h o d  o f T r a i n i n g  S c r e e n 
  
s o m e  o p t i o n s ;  *  . 
  
i n - h o u s e ( t r a i n i n g  i s  p e r f o r m e d  b y  s o m e o n e 
  
o n - s i t e ) 
  
a d v a n t a g e s = o n - g o i n g , s u p p o r t  a n d  f o l l o w - t h r o u g h , 
  
t r a i n e r  h a s  a n  e s t a b l i s h e d  r e l a t i o n s h i p  w i t h  t e a c h e r s 
  
d i s a d v a r i t a g e s = c h a l l e n g i n g  f o r t r a i n e r  w h o  m u s t 
  
g e n e r a t e  e n t h u s i a s m  a n d  k e e p  u p - t o - d a t e  o n 
  
t e c h n o l o g y  i s s u e s 
  
c o n f e r e n c e s 
  
a d v a n t a g e s = l a r g e  a m o u n t s  o f i n f o r r n a t i o n , t i m e 
  
a w a y f r o n - i  s c h o o l 
  
d i s a d v a n t a g e s = o n l y  a f e w t e a c h e r s  c a n  g o  ­
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Figure 15; Install Product Screen
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Figure 16. Keys to a Successful Program Screen
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Design and Development ofthe Resource Center
 
The Resource Center Gomponentofthe Electronic Handbook is a
 
collection of reference materials, related to the Technology Coordinator'sjob
 
responsibilities and daily activities.
 
The Resource Center organizes and presents information on educational
 
technology-related issues including networking, policy-rnaking, technology
 
planning and curriculum integration.
 
How to Use the Resource Center
 
From the Main Menu,the usermay explore the Resource Center. The
 
Resource Center section is accessed by clicking on the green"Resource
 
Center" button.
 
The first screen in the Resource Center section introduces the user to
 
four different collections of information. The collectionsinclude Sample Policies,
 
Internet Sites, Publications and Support Organizations. Each cptlection is
 
identified with graphidally familiar icons and text(see Figure 17). A fifth button
 
on the Guidelines screen presents a link to a sample multimedia authoring
 
program. The sample product is the Jane Gopdall multimedia software.
 
Figure 17. Resource Center Menu Screen
 
t/j
 
If the user choosesthe"Sample Policies" button, they move into a section
 
which provides examples offour different policies. The Sample Policies section
 
has a main screen with links to the four policies(see Figure 18).
 
The Sample Policies main screen also presents two Internet sites which provide
 
links to additional examples of acceptable use policies.
 
To view a sample policy the user must click on the"Exemplary School
 
District AUP"button,"DeForest Area School District AUP"button, or the"Other
 
Policies" button. The selected policy will appear, in a scrolling text box on a new
 
screen,as illustrated in Figure 19.
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Figure 18. Sample Policies Screen
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Figure 19. Exemplary School District ADR Screen
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goal ln providing this service to teachers and students
 
is to promote educational excellence in schools by
 
facilitating resource sharing,innovation,and
 
.Print [|

communication.
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A"Print" button is located at the bottom right portion ofthe screen. The
 
user may click on the "Print" button to print a copy ofthe document. "Print"
 
buttons are included on each ofthe Resource Center screens.
 
From the Sample Policies screen,the user is returned to the Resource
 
Center Menu by clicking on the"Back" button.
 
From the Resource Center Menu,the user may continue on to explore the
 
Internet Sites section. The Internet Sites section is accessed by clicking on the
 
"Internet Sites" button. The Internet Sites section presents addresses to Internet
 
Sites where the Technology Coordinator can find valuable information to assist
 
them in their daily activities.
 
The first screen in the Internet Sites section presentsfour Internet
 
addresses(see Figure 20). Thesefour addresses provide links to Internet sites
 
that were specifically designed for Technology Coordinators. These sites
 
include valuable information on policy making,technology planning, networking,
 
staff development,the roles ofthe Technology Coordinator and links to some of
 
the best instructional sites on the Internet.
 
Additional addresses provide links to a variety of Internet resources
 
including information on citing electronic resources,searching the Internet, on
 
line educational databases and resource centers for educational technology.
 
The Internet Sites section includes three pages ofaddresses. To move
 
forward, the user needs to click on the"More" button, which is identified
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 Figure 20. Internet Sites Screen Page One
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Page 1 or 3 More 
"Prlrat 
graphically, with a pointing hand. The navigational icons are consistent with 
others throughout the Electronic Handbook. Clicking on the "Back" button will 
move the user to the previous screen. From the Internet Sites Page One screen, 
the user is returned to the Resource Center Menu by clicking on the "Back" 
button. 
From the Resource Center Menu the user may continue on to explore the 
Publications section. The Publications section is accessed by clicking on the 
"Publications" button. The Publications section presents a list of magazines, 
journals and newsletters (see Figure 21). Each publication focuses on 
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 Figure 21. Publications Screen
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ipfnt 
educational technology. The list includes the phone number, URL address and 
cost for each publication. In addition to the printed copy, each publication is 
produced on the Internet. Access to these on-line publications Is free. 
From the Publications screen, the user is returned to the Resource Center 
Menu by clicking on the "Back" button. 
From the Resource Center Menu, the user may continue on to explore the 
Support Organizations section. The Support Organizations section is accessed 
by clicking on the "Support Organizations" button. The Support Organizations 
section presents a list of membership organizations (see Figure 22). 
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Figure 22. Support Organizations Screen
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The focus of each organization is on educational technology. The 
organizations provide educators with access to quality resource materials, 
support and special interest groups, conferences and regular publications. The 
list includes contact infdrmatioh and a brief statement about each drganization. 
From the Support Organizations screen, the user is returned to the Resource 
Center Menu by Clicking on the "Back" button. 
The finalsection included in the Resource Center is a sample mCiltimedia 
authoring program. Th® sample product is the Jane Goodatl multimedia 
software program. The Jane Goodall multimedia software program is the 
product of the Authoring Workshop program at Westridge School. 
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From the Resource Center Menu the user may access the Jane Goodall
 
multimedia software by clicking on the"Sample Authoring Program" button.
 
Formative Evaluation ofthe Electronic Handbook
 
One computer teacher and one science teacher reviewed the Electronic
 
Handbook,to assess its potential effectiveness. Both evaluators currently use
 
technology in their curriculum, participate in technology staff development
 
programs,and are influential technology decision-makers. Formal interviews
 
were used to collect information from the evaluators.
 
The overall results ofthe evaluation were positive. Both teachers
 
reported thatthe program waseasy to operate and very user-friendly. One
 
teacher commented on how easy it was to navigate through the program. Both
 
teachers commented on the value of being able to print sample documents and
 
screens of useful information.
 
Both teachers felt that the wide variety of resources was the most positive
 
element ofthe program. One teacher reported that the Internet sites provided
 
links to an incredible variety of resources. The other teacher thought the
 
combination oftechnology staff development guidelines and the sample product,
 
provided an excellent resourcefor teachers and trainers, trying to introduce
 
multimedia into the curriculum.
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One teacher thought the timeline was particularly valuable because it put
 
the program into visual perspective. Thissame teacher also commented on the
 
importance of listing the keys to successful technology staff development
 
programs.
 
The teachers also reported on how the Electronic Handbook could be
 
improved. One teacher wanted to see a section on technology curriculum
 
integration, The other teacher thought a section on networking would have been
 
appropriate. One teacher stated that she would have liked to be able to see
 
some ofthe programming behind the screens in the Jane Goodall multimedia
 
software.
 
Finally, both teachers commented that it would be difficult to evaluate the
 
technology staff development guidelines, without actually participating in such a
 
program.
 
Strengths and Limitations of Project
 
The Electronic Handbook provides materials and information Technology
 
Coordinators can use to assist them in managing theirjob responsibilities and
 
daily activities. The Electronic Handbook covers a wide variety of educational,
 
technology-related topics including the areas of staff development, networking,
 
policy-making,technology planning and curriculum integration.
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The information is organized and presented in a cornpact, user-friendiy
 
format. The multimedia design provides the user with thefreedom and fjexibitity
 
to actively seek information underself-ihitlated directiori;:
 
It is this author's intent to improve education and learning through the use
 
oftechnology, by sharing successful programs and valuable resources with
 
other Technology Coordinators and technology educators.
 
The author recognizes the limitations ofthe Electronic Handbook, Before
 
a technblogy staffdevelopment program can be undertaken,the program must
 
have the full supportof administratidn and faculty. The introduction of any
 
technology staff development program requires a substantial time commitment
 
by the trainers and teachers. Teachers may already have a demancling
 
workload,and may notimmediately see the educational benefits ofa staff
 
developmentprogram. Technology Coordinators must create enthusiasm and
 
solicitsupportfor the program:
 
The Authorihg Wdrkshop presents a model staff deyelppment program
 
based on the in-houSe, cadre approach to trainihg. Thismethod of one-on-one
 
and subsequent departmental training, mayhot be appropriate for all schools.
 
The presentation ofthe technology staff development guidelines requires
 
that a program be designed ahd implemented, in orderfor its merits to be
 
evaluated.
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 APPENDIX A:Acceptable Use Policies
 
Exemplary School District
 
Exemplary School District
 
Internet Use Agreament
 
Page 1 of5
 
Please read this document carefully before signing.
 
Internet access is now available to students and teachers in the Exemplary
 
School.
 
We are very pleased to bring this access to ExemplarySO and believe the
 
Internet offers vast, diverse,and unique resources to both students and
 
teachers. Our goal in providing this service to teachers and students is to
 
promote educational excellence in schools byfacilitating resource sharing,
 
innovation, and communication.
 
The Internet is an electronic highway connecting thousands ofcomputers all
 
over theworld and millions of individual subscribers. Students and teachers
 
have access to:
 
1) electronic mail communication with people all over the world.
 
2) information and newsfrom NASA as well as the opportunity to correspond
 
with the scientists at NASA and other research institutions.
 
3) public domain software and shareware of all types.
 
4) discussion groups on a plethora oftopics ranging from Chinese culture to
 
the environment to music to politics
 
5) accesstomany University Library Catalogs,the Library ofCongress and
 
, - -ERIC. ■ 
With access to computers and people all over the world also comes the
 
availability of material that may not be considered to be of educational value in
 
the context ofthe school setting. Exemplary School District has taken
 
precautions to restrict access to controversiai materials. However,on a global
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network it Is impossible to control all materials and an industrious user may
 
discover controversial information.
 
We(Exemplary Schbol District)firmly believe thatthe valuable information and
 
interaction available on this worldwide networkfar outweighs the possibility that
 
users may procure material that is not consistent with the educational goals of
 
the District.
 
Internet access Is coordinated through a complex associatibn ofgovernment
 
agencies,and regional and state notworks. In addition, the smooth operation of
 
the network relies upon the proper conduct ofthe end users who must adhere to
 
strict guidelines. These guidelines are provided here so that you are aware of
 
the responsibilities you are aboutto acquire. In general this requires efficient,
 
ethical and legal utilization ofthe network resources.
 
If an Exemplary SD user violates any ofthese provisions, his or her account
 
will be terminated and future access could possibly be denied. The signature(s)
 
at the end of this document is(are)legally binding and indicates the party
 
(parties)who signed has(have)read the terms and conditions carefully and
 
understand(s)their significance.
 
Internet - Terms and Conditions
 
1) Acceptable Use-The purpose of NSFNET,which is the backbone
 
network to the Internet,is to support research and education in and
 
among academic institutions in the U.S. by proyiding access to unique
 
resources and the opportunityfor Gollaborative work. The use of your
 
account must be in support of education and research and consistent with
 
the educational objectives ofthe Exemplary School District. Use ofother
 
organization's network or computing resourcesmustcomply with the rules
 
appropriate for that network. Transmission of any material in violation of
 
any US orstate regulation is prohibited. This includes, but is not limited
 
to; copyrighted material, threatening or obscene material,or material
 
protected by trade secret. Usefor commercial activities is generally not
 
acceptable. Usefor product advertisement or political lobbying is also
 
prohibited.
 
2) Privileges -The use ofthe Internetis a privilege, not a right, and
 
inappropriate use will result in a cancellation ofthose privileges.(Each
 
student who receives an account will be part ofa discussion with a
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Exemplary School District faculty member pertaining to the proper use of
 
the network.)The system administrators will deem what is inappropriate
 
use and their decision is final. Also,the system administrators may close
 
an account at any time as required. The administration,faculty, and staff
 
of Exemplary School District may request the system administrator to
 
deny,revpke, orsuspend specific user accounts.
 
3) Network Etiquette -You are expected to abide by the generally accepted
 
rules of network etiquette. These include(but are not limited to)the
 
following:
 
a) Be polite. Do not get abusive in your messages to others, b)Use
 
appropriate language. Do not swear, use vulgarities or any other
 
inappropriate language. Illegal activities are strictly forbidden.
 
c) 	Do not reveal your personal address or phone numbers ofstudents or
 
colleagues,
 
d) Note that electronic mail(e-mail)is not guaranteed to be private.
 
People who operate the system do have access to all mail.
 
Messages relating to or in support of illegal activities may be reported
 
to the authorities.
 
e) Do not use the network in such a way that you would disrupt the use
 
ofthe network by other users.
 
f) 	 All communications and informatiori accessible via the network
 
should be assumed to be private property.
 
4) Exemplary School District makes no warranties of any kind, whether
 
expressed or implied,for the service it is providing. Exemplary School
 
District will not be responsible for any damages you suffer. This include
 
loss of data resulting from delays, nondeliveries, mis-deliveries, or service
 
interruptionscaused by it's own negligence or your errors or omissions.
 
Use ofany information obtained via the Internet is at your own risk.
 
Exemplary School District specifically denies any responsibility for the
 
accuracy or quality of information obtained through its services.
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5) Security - Security on any cbmputer system is a high priority, especially
 
when the system involves many users. If you feel you can identify a
 
security problem on the Internet, you must notify a system admihistrator or
 
your District Internet Coordinator. Do not demonstrate the problem to
 
other users. Do not use another individual's account without written
 
permission from that individuaL Attempts to logon to the Internet asa
 
system administrator will result in cancellation of user privileges. Any
 
user identified as a,security risk or having a history of problems with
 
other computer systems may be denied access to Internet.
 
6) Vandalism - Vandalism will result in cancellation of privileges. Vahdalism
 
is defined as any malicious attempt to harm or destroy data of another
 
user, Internet, or any ofthe above listed agencies or other networks that
 
are connected to the NSFNET Internet backbone, This includes, but not
 
limited to,the uploading or creation of computer Viruses.
 
I understand and will abide by the above Internet Use Agreement. I further
 
understand that any violation ofthe regulations above is unethical and may
 
constitute a criminal offense. Should I commit any violation, my access
 
privileges may be revoked, school disciplinary action may be taken, and/or
 
appropriate legal action.
 
User Signature:
 
Parent or Guardian
 
Date: ■ 
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Asthe parent or guardian ofthis student, I have read the Interhet Use
 
Agreement. I understand that this access is designed for educational purposes.
 
Exemplary School District hastaken precautions to eliminate controversial
 
material. However,I also recognize it is impossible for Exemplary School
 
District to restrict access to all controversial materials and I will not hold them
 
responsible for materials acquired on the network. Further,1acceptfull
 
responsibility for supervision if and when my child's use is notin a school
 
setting. I hereby give permission to issue an accountfor my child and certify
 
thatthe information contained on thisform is correct.
 
Parent or Guardian's Name(please print):
 
Signature:
 
■■ Date:' 
SPONSORINGTEACHER
 
(Must be signed if the applicant is a student)
 
I have read the Internet Use Agreement and agree to promote this agreerhent
 
with the student. Because the student may use the network for individual work
 
or in the context of another class, I cannot be held responsible for the student
 
use ofthe network. Asthe sponsoring teacher I do agree to instruct the student
 
on acceptable use ofthe network and proper network etiquette.
 
Teacher's Name(please print):
 
Signature:
 
Date:
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Deforest Area School District
 
DeForest Area School District
 
High School Internet Agreement
 
1996-97'
 
Please read this document carefully before signing the opppsite side.
 
Internet access is now available to students and teachers in the DeForest Area
 
School District. We are pleased to bring this access to the DeForestSchodls
 
and believe the Internet offers vast, diverse and unique resdurces to both
 
students and staff.
 
The Internet is an electronic network connecting thousands ofcomputers all over
 
the world and millions of individual subscribers. It provides Students and staff
 
with access to electronic mail communication; information and newsfrom
 
resources such as NASA,the Smithsonian Institution, and the Library of
 
Congress; public domain software and shareware ofall types; discussion groups
 
on a wide-range of topics ranging from Japanese culture to the environmentto
 
music to politics; information from most universities and from thousands of
 
commercial,governmental,and other sources.
 
On a global network it is impossible to control all materials anda persistent U9er
 
may discover controversial information. The District believes that the benefits of
 
Internet access to educators and students, in theform of information resources
 
and opportunities for collaboration,far exceed any disadvantages.
 
The continued availability ofthe Internet in the school district relies upon the
 
proper conduct ofthe users. Guidelines are provided here so that students and
 
their parents or guardians are aware ofthe responsibilitiesthat accompany the
 
privilege of using the Internet.
 
Guidelinesfor Use ofthe Internet
 
1. The use ofschool computers must be consistent with the educational
 
objectives ofthe DeForest Area School District. Accessing or transmitting
 
materials that are obscene or sexually explicit is prohibited. Hate mail,
 
harassment, discriminatory remarks and other antisocial behavior are
 
unacceptable.
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2. 	Transmission of any material in violation of any U.S. or state regulation is
 
prohibited. Thisincludes, but is not limited to, copyrighted material and
 
threatening or obscene material.
 
3. 	Users shallabide by the rules of network etiquette. These include using
 
appropriate language,respecting the privacy of other users,and not
 
disrupting the use ofthe network by other users.
 
4. 	For their own safety, users should not reveal any personal addresses or
 
phone numbers.
 
5. 	All communications and inforrtiation accessible via the network should be
 
assumed to be private property and subject to copyright protection. Use
 
ofthese sources need to be credited appropriately as with the use ofany
 
copyrighted material. In some cases,authors' permission may need to be
 
obtained before materials may be used.
 
6. 	Students may not subscribe to "listserves"or Usenet Newsgroups".
 
7. 	Attempts to gain unauthorized access to system programs or computer
 
equipment is prohibited.
 
8. 	Any malicious attempt to harm, modify, or destroy data of another user is
 
prohibited.
 
9. 	Ifa student gives another student their password,both students will have
 
their Internet privilege suspended.
 
*High schoolstaff members have the authority to determine what
 
constitutes inappropriate use oftheInternet and their decision is final.
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STUDENT AGREEMENT
 
I understand and will abide by the Internet Agreement. I further understand that
 
any violation ofthese guidelines may result in my Internet privileges being
 
restricted or revoked and also may result in school disciplinary action. If the
 
violation constitutes a criminal offense, appropriate legal action may be taken.
 
Student's Name(please print)
 
Student's Signature
 
Date
 
PARENTOR GUARDIAN AGREEMENT
 
Asthe parent or guardian ofthis student, I have read the Internet Agreement. I
 
understand that this access is designed for educational purposes. I recognize
 
thatsome controversial materials exist on the Internet. I will not hold the School
 
District responsible for materials acquired on the network. 1 hereby give
 
permission for my child to use the Internet at school.
 
Parent or Guardian's Name:(please print)
 
Parent or Guardian's Signature:
 
Date:
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APPENDIX B: Descriptive Text ofthe Jane Goodall Muitimedia Software
 
The Jane Goodall multimedia software will contain three primary sections
 
ofinformation. The opening screen ofthe program will be the title screen"Getto
 
Know More About Jane Goodall." This screen will introduce the user to the
 
program and the three main sections of information. The title screen is the
 
"home card"and will allow the user to access the other sections. Each screen
 
within the program is called aframe,and the entire program is termed a title.
 
From the title screen,the user will beable to navigate to any ofthe three
 
information sections or exit the program by way ofthe credits screen.
 
The three information sections available from the title screen will include,
 
"Jane Goodall Then and Now,""The Gombe Chimp Family Tree,"and"What
 
We've Learned About Chimpanzees."
 
"Jane Goodall Then and Now"will be the primary section. To access this
 
section from the title screen,the user will click on the either the picture of Jane
 
Goodall or the text. The Jane Goodall section will have a main screen, or menu
 
of its own. This section will include information about Jane's life and work,
 
beginning with her childhood and including her work today. The user will be
 
presented with an image of Jane Goodall and textbook icons representing the
 
nextfive sections of information. The structure and design will allow the user
 
freedom to choose where they will travel next.
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 If the user chooses to click on the"Getting to Africa'Vbutton^t^
 
into a part ofthe program that recounts Jane's experiences in Africa. The user
 
will be presented with an image of Jane as a young woman and complementary
 
. text.' ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ' 
If the user Chooses the''Jane Today'Vbutton from the Jane Goodall menu
 
screen,they could visit seven different sections addressing the work Jane is
 
doing today. These sections will include The Jane Goodall Institute, orphaned
 
chimps. Roots and Shoots program,ChimpanZoo program,chimp sanctuaries.
 
Chimp Guardians program and the Partnerships in Understanding program.
 
The second main information section ofthe program will introduce the Gombe
 
chimpanzees. Thjs section is accessed from the title screen by clicking on either
 
"The Gombe Chimp Family Tree"text, or the picture above the text. The names
 
ofeach chimpanzee will appear in chronological order by birth date and include
 
a description of their ppsition in the family,
 
FromThe Gombe Chimp Family Tree menu,the user maytravel to
 
sections on 12 differentchimpanzees^ For example, if the user clicks on "Mike",
 
they will move to the"Mike"screen. In this part ofthe program the user can
 
investigate the life and persbnality of each chimpanzee. These screens will
 
include text and a picture ofthe Chimpanzee.
 
The third and final information section ofthe program will address
 
Chimpanzee behavior. This section is accessiblefrom the title screen by clicking
 
on the"WhatWe've Learned About Chimpanzees" button. This segment will
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detail milestones in the research on chimp behavior. The user will be presented
 
with a series of behaviprs and events,arranged in chronological order.
 
When the user is ready to exit the program they may do sofrom the title
 
screen,the Jane Goodall menu screen or the Gombe FamilyTree menu screen.
 
When the exit button is clicked,the user will be taken to the credits screen. On
 
this screen the authors and sources will be recognized. Frpm the credits screen,
 
the"Exit Program" button will take the user completely put ofthe program.
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APPENDIX C: The Jane Goodall Multimedia Software Questionnaire
 
Questionnaire
 
The Jane GoodallMultimedia Project
 
The purpose ofthis survey is to evaluate the Jane Goodall multimedia software
 
program,and determine its effectiveness as a learning tool for students. Please
 
answer the following questions to the best of your ability.
 
1. 	 Whatgrade level are the students you teach?
 
2. 	 Estimate the number of hours spent by students, in class, working with the
 
Jane Goodall program.
 
3. 	 Estimate, on average,the number of hours spent by students, outside of
 
class, working with the Jane Goodall program.
 
4. 	 Were students able to easily navigate through the Jane Goodall
 
program? Identify any problems students may have had in this area. Be
 
as specific as possible.
 
5. 	 Did the Jane Goodall program engage student learners? How did you
 
determine this?
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6. Could the students relate to the text and the graphics? How did you
 
determine this?
 
7. Did the graphics match and support the text? 
8. Wasthe content appropriate? Did the material relate to an existing 
knowledge base? 
9. Wasthe quantity of Information presented per screen appropriate? 
Please explain. 
10. Whatwasthe most effective component ofthe Jane Goodall program?
 
Why?
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11. Whatwasthe least effective component ofthe Jane Goodall program?
 
Why?
 
12. Were there any components you felt were missing from the Jane Goodall
 
program?
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APPENDIX D: How to Install and Use the Electronic Handbook
 
Installing the Electronic Handbook
 
The Electronic Handbook is designed to run on IBM cpmpatible computers
 
running Microsoft Windows,version 3.1 or higher. The Electronic Handbook will
 
not run on DOS or Macintosh computers. The computer must have a CD-RQM
 
drive of4x speed or greater.
 
The Electronic Handbook will run without copying any files to the local computer.
 
Insert the CD-ROM into the computer. To run the Electronic Handbook software
 
from Windows,click on File then click on Run. Change to the CD-ROM drive
 
and click on the program called "chimps.exe"
 
Performance Notes:
 
If the computer does not have the Maryland and Merced fonts resident, sections
 
ofthe Jane Goodallsoftware will not be displayed correctly.
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